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ABSTRACT
Purpose
The primary purpose of this study was to determine the status of 
the school land laboratory in Nigeria, and the operational procedures 
and educational use of the school land laboratory in the Southern 
United States. It was also concerned with making recommendations for 
improving the school land laboratory programs for agricultural educa­
tion purposes in Nigeria. Specific objectives of the study were to:
1. Determine the present status of the school land laboratory
2. Identify the various facilities of the school land laboratory
3. Determine the opinions and attitudes of teachers towards 
certain aspects of the school land laboratory
4. Determine the educational purposes of the school land 
laboratory
5. Determine major problems of the program
6. Determine competencies needed by teachers for the operation 
and usage of the school land laboratory
7. Formulate recommendations for improving the operation and usage 
of the school land laboratory in Nigeria
Methodology
The descriptive method of research was used in this study with the 
questionnaire utilized as the instrument for data collection.
Information was collected from 69 vocational agriculture teachers from 
69 selected public high schools in the Southern United States and 26 
agricultural science teachers from 26 high schools in the Southern 
States of Nigeria. The data collected were tabulated, illustrated in 
tables, presented and analyzed.
Findings
The use of the school land laboratory (school farms) in Nigeria
was only at the infancy stage and promises popularity in the future„
The policy of the West African Examinations Council had more
influence on the operation and use of the school land laboratory in
Nigeria than the policy of the Nigerian ministry of education. Hence,
the intention is not as vocational as that of the United States.
Operation of the school land was confronted with many serious 
problems including lack of financial support from the government, lack 
of land, equipment and supplies, and lack of incentives to both the 
teachers and the students.
Nigerian teachers felt school land laboratory should be given the 
same status given to other programs in the secondary school curriculum. 
Teachers had positive opinions about the school land laboratory in 
giving the students the opportunities to learn by doing.
The United States teachers used the school land laboratories as 
instructional tools to meet the student's needs, interests, and occu­
pational objectives. This has assumed a major role in providing the
students and the teachers with worthwhile experiences and skills in
agriculture, coordinate classroom theory and practices, and promote
x
a sound development of individuals and agricultural growth of the 
country.
In summary, the school land laboratory in Nigeria should be. used 
to provide practical experiences and develop skills needed for modern 
farming and non-farm agricultural occupations as well as preparing 
students for entry into college or schools of agriculture for profes­
sional careers in agriculture.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Nigeria, the most populous country in Africa, with approximately 
80 million people, has an economy based on agriculture. Despite the 
growing importance of other sectors, oil and manufacturing in particu­
lar, agriculture, including forestry and fishing, accounted for about 
50 percent of the gross domestic product at current factor cost in 
1970/71. (65:77) When Nigeria became independent in 1960, agriculture
accounted for 90 percent of foreign exchange earnings. In 1974 it 
dropped to an abysmal 8 percent because of the emergence of oil as a 
dominant factor in the Nigerian economy accounting for about 90 percent 
of her annual revenue. (21:15)
The emergence of oil does not remove the importance of agriculture 
for it accounted for 54 percent of GDP (excluding oil) at current prices 
in 1973/74. In addition, over 70 percent of Nigerians earn their liv­
ing in the agricultural sector. For this reason, agriculture will 
remain a key factor in Nigeria's economic development for some time as 
the largest employer of labor, the principal source of food and raw 
materials for the increasing population, and a significant, although 
relatively declining, earner of foreign exchange. Therefore, the con­
cern for the welfare of the individual and serious efforts to improve 
the standard of living of the citizens and the future progress of the
2country, must manifest itself in this sector.
Nigeria has an area of 356,669 square miles (about the size of 
Texas and Oklahoma). The climate is tropical, with two main seasons—  
wet and dry, differing sharply between the North which borders the 
Sahara, and the South which borders the Gulf of Guinea. It is a coun­
try blessed with a variety of agricultural crops and livestock. The 
principal export crops are cocoa, palm oil and kernels, peanuts, rubber, 
cotton, and sesame. Other economic tree crops are coconut, cashew, 
coffee and citrus. The principal food crops are millet, sorghum, yams, 
cassava, corn, beans, rice. Food habits generally correspond to local 
production, grains forming staple diets in the North and root crops in 
the South. Livestock includes cattle, swine, goats, sheep, horses, 
donkeys and poultry.
Much of the agriculture is subsistence farming operated by the 
traditional methods. The typical Nigerian farmer is illiterate. He 
cultivates one to five acres of the land in the South and up to 10 acres 
in the North with his own labor and that of his family. The method 
commonly used is shifting cultivation and mixed cropping. In this 
system, the land is cultivated for as many years as it retains fertil­
ity, usually three to four years; it is then allowed to fallow until it 
has regained its natural fertility. (50:134-145) Most of the agri­
cultural work is done with hand tools such as short hoe, matchet, axe, 
and the sickle. The Nigerian farmer lags in modern farm technology and 
commercial inputs.
With this traditional system of agriculture, Nigeria was able to 
be self sufficient with only relatively small quantities of foods,
3which were either scarce or unavailable, purchased from abroad. In the 
present decade, the rapidly growing population, with an annual rate of 
about 2.3 percent, followed by a low rate of food production, have con­
tributed to high food prices. The traditional method of farming has 
not been able to keep pace with the population growth. The lag of 
agricultural production for domestic consumption in recent years made 
the government launch the Operation Feed the Nation (OFN) in 1976.
This effort calls for increased cultivation of land by all segments of 
the society in an attempt to demonstrate that the people can grow their 
own food and make the nation self sufficient. (72:5-6)
Concerned Nigerians and foreign experts have indicated that the 
OFN has not yet made significant impact because of the growing threat 
of famine as a result of remarkable decline in food production. The 
causes of the failure of this program are cited as (1) old age of 
farmers, (2) lack of incentives, (3) apathy of youth towards farming, 
and (4) lack of skillful manpower to direct and carry out the program 
at the village level. Nelson (41:315) indicated that the average 
yields in Nigerian agriculture were low compared with their potential 
yield because most farmers still use traditional techniques.
The question may be asked why agricultural education in Nigeria 
has not had much impact on agricultural production. The most stressed 
agricultural education has been informal education given to established, 
illiterate, traditional farmers by the extension agent of the ministry 
of agriculture. Since the beginning of extension education in the 
twentieth century, there has been much emphasis on improvement of the 
export crops and a neglect on the improvement of the food crops. The
4present food shortage in Nigeria indicates that new knowledge in agri­
cultural education is the basis of progress and even of survival. The 
younger generation of Nigeria must understand the value of new knowledge 
and practices, and possess attitudes which permit it to be applied in 
order to change the traditional subsistence agriculture to a modern 
productive agriculture. The school in Nigeria, as the school in other 
developing countries, is looked upon as the change agent.
If agriculture is to change, the primary and secondary schools 
must have a very strong department of vocational agriculture. If 
Nigeria is marching toward modernization in other sectors, modernization 
in agricultural sector is even more essential in order to meet the 
principal tasks facing Nigerian Agriculture, namely:
1. To provide an adequate and well balanced food supply for the 
population
2. To provide raw materials for domestic industry
3. To provide agricultural export earnings
4. To provide employment for about 6 million more people in
1980 than in 1964
5. To contribute a major part of capital needed to finance 
economic development
6. To make a good beginning in modernizing the methods of pro­
duction and the use of natural and human resources and thereby 
increase the productivity of labor in agriculture as well as 
output per acre and per animal. (70:19)
As Nigeria is in an era of change, without practical and voca­
tional training in agriculture that provides the knowledge, skills and 
competencies of farming in a dynamic environment, it will be difficult 
to change or alter to a significant level the traditional agriculture 
to a modern agriculture. If all that is to be done is to teach tradi-
5tional, practical farming to students or if agricultural education tends 
to be very academic, little will be achieved. Such training will not be 
popular or useful if it is not based on genuinely modern practices and 
technology. Tyler (68:6) has warned that it is unnecessary for the 
school to duplicate educational experiences already adequately provided 
out of the school. He emphasized that the school efforts should be 
focussed particularly upon serious gaps in the present development of 
students. To this end, vocational agricultural education should not 
only teach the students new and improved techniques of farming or agri­
cultural related occupations, it should also create a more positive 
attitude toward agriculture and farming.
Education is one of the necessary conditions for the development 
of agriculture. In the United States it is recognized that the true 
resources of a nation are its human resources. Occupational education 
programs are considered a form of investment in human capital. The 
story of agricultural education and agricultural production in the 
United States is amazing. While the United States worries about over­
production, Nigeria and other developing countries are worrying about 
the lack of sufficient food to feed their people. Although education 
is not the only factor for agricultural production, it is widely 
accepted that the most comprehensive use of education in the United 
States is in agriculture. Unlike other countries, the education given 
to students in agriculture in the United States is vocational because 
of intensive use of learning and doing. Beginning in the secondary 
schools, students who have occupational objectives in agriculture are 
given the training that enables them to acquire knowledge and skills
6needed for employment in agriculture and for college preparation lead­
ing to professional careers in agriculture.
In the United States, vocational agriculture students are pro­
vided with opportunities to make immediate and practical application 
of what is learned in the classroom. Some of these opportunities are 
in the school land laboratory, individual home projects, placement for 
farm experience, and cooperative training programs. Each of these 
opportunities provide training for many activities and skills which may 
be used, not only in high school, but throughout life. These also 
enable the students to develop habits of responsibility, industry, 
dependability, leadership, as well as pride in manual labor.
The school land laboratory (or the school farm) was one of the 
earliest means of providing boys in schools with some form of practical 
farm work. Early in the history of agricultural education in the 
United States, schools teaching agriculture often maintained school 
land laboratories. The major purpose was that a teacher could use 
the land laboratory in teaching specific skills. The early agricul­
tural education gave training to those boys who were directly involved 
in farming. Rufus Stimson introduced the home project as a functional 
procedure for gaining experience in farming. After the introduction 
of the home projects, many schools sold or disposed of their land. 
(52:473).
The home project was emphasized because the majority of the 
students in the department of agriculture were farm boys. As the 
development in agriculture continued, it was not necessary for the 
vocational agricultural department to serve farm boys only. The
7program objectives now include agribusiness, boys and girls without 
farm background, the handicapped and the disadvantaged. It has been 
imperative to reexamine the educational value of the land laboratory. 
Today, the school land laboratory is making a slow but steady comeback 
as an important educational tool. Recent studies conducted in differ­
ent states have documented the growing interest and the importance of 
this kind of experience program. The use of the land laboratory has 
enabled students, who would not have such opportunity, to learn first 
hand agricultural skills or to observe and practice modern farm prac­
tices. This has been possible because of the faith that American people 
have in practical education that begins at the secondary level. Such 
education has contributed greatly to the improvement in human compe­
tencies by providing knowledge, skills, technical capabilities, and 
attitudes which are very important in agricultural development.
In Nigeria, agricultural education in the secondary schools is 
said to be in the developing stage. The vocational part of agricul­
tural education is non-existent. Hill (26:161) has indicated that 
traditional agriculture must give way to an agriculture based on the 
application of modern science and technology if the developing coun­
tries are to increase substantially their agricultural production.
He emphasized that this requires the services of large numbers of 
persons trained in agriculture to fill the more responsible jobs of 
farming and services to the farmer.
The mere fact that all other factors and institutions required 
for the agricultural development depend for their creation and oper­
ation on large quantities of trained manpower makes education a
8necessary condition.
A  majority of the secondary school students in Nigeria lack agri­
cultural background; if they have such background, it is according to 
the traditional methods practiced by their parents. Also a majority 
of students live in dormitories very far away from their homes and are 
therefore unable to carry on home projects. For these reasons, the 
author is of the opinion that there is much need for school land labor­
atories in the secondary schools in Nigeria. It is the belief in the 
importance of the school land laboratory in giving students "hands-on" 
experience in modern farming and off-farm agricultural occupations 
that impelled the author to initiate and carry out this study.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
This study was designed to determine the status of the school 
land laboratory use in Nigeria in the teaching of agricultural sci­
ences at the secondary level.
It was also designed to determine the operational procedures 
and the educational use of the school land laboratories in the Southern 
United States.
It was further concerned with making recommendations and guide­
lines for improving the land laboratory use for educational purposes 
in Nigeria.
A s sumptions:
The assumptions underlying this study were:
1. That the identification of the strengths in the operational
procedures of the land laboratories in the United States would 
be a valuable approach in helping develop a stronger land 
laboratory program in Nigeria.
2. That the use of school land laboratory in teaching v o c a ­
tional agriculture in Nigeria would help develop practical 
skill and knowledge among the students.
3. That the school land laboratory in a developing country such 
as Nigeria should be used to prepare students to acquire the 
knowledge and skills necessary for gainful employment in 
farming or agricultural related occupations.
4. That very little, if any, study has been done in the use of 
the land laboratory in relation to vocational agriculture 
in the developing countries.
5. That the use of the school land laboratory for instructional 
purposes tends to strengthen the vocational agricultural 
program of a school.
6. That the suggestions and recommendations would be of value 
to educators, teacher educators, and agricultural science 
teachers in Nigeria and other countries.
7. That this study would help formulate specific guidelines for 
improving the use of the school land laboratories in Nigeria.
Specific Objectives of the S t udy:
This study was conducted in an attempt to accomplish the follow= 
ing specific objectives:
1. To determine the present status of the school land laboratory
use in terms of operational procedures, teaching areas, and
10
Instructional uses
2. To identify the various facilities of the school land labora­
tory
3. To determine the competencies needed by teachers in effective 
operation and use of the land laboratory
4. To determine the educational values and the importance of 
using a school land laboratory for teaching vocational agri­
culture
5. To determine the opinions and attitudes of agricultural 
teachers towards land laboratory operation and usage
6. To determine problems and difficulties faced by teachers in 
land laboratory operation and use for educational purposes
7. To ascertain the need for effective use of the school land 
laboratory for the development of employable skills needed 
in farming and non-farm related occupations in Nigeria
8. To formulate recommendations and guidelines for improving the 
use of the school land laboratories in Nigeria for teaching 
vocational agriculture
Significance of the Study
Secondary school graduates in Nigeria lack the basic practical 
skills needed in modern agriculture.! This is because the present 
system of agricultural education puts more emphasis on theory than on 
practice. Another reason stems from the colonial mentality which is 
held by most Nigerians that an educated person should not get his 
hands dirty. Vestiges of the old disdain for manual labor still 
exist even though the schools and the government stress the dignity
of labor, especially in the agricultural sector.
The current inefficiency in production of the much needed food 
and fiber for the increasing population signifies danger by leaving 
farming operations in the hands of the elderly, illiterate citizens.
A need exists for the development of a cadre of trained manpower for 
agriculture beginning at the secondary level. It is at this level of 
education that a student should have specialized training which could 
provide him with the skills and knowledge needed for entry into the 
various occupations in agriculture.
If agricultural education is to occupy its rightful position in 
Nigeria, meaningful programs for the training of students need to be 
developed. A need exists that the school land laboratory be designed 
specifically to improve the efficiency of an individual in a specific 
occupation, and also give the student a knowledge of agricultural 
careers other than farming. The teaching of agricultural education 
in Nigeria has taken on national importance since the launching of 
"Operation Feed the Nation" in 1976. Yet learning is still too theo­
retical .
This study was undertaken to help expose the importance of the 
school land laboratories in teaching vocational agriculture at the 
secondary school level. It was hoped that the findings in this study 
would show the need for the improvement of the school land laboratory 
and its use in teaching vocational agriculture. It was hoped also 
that the study would call to the attention of the government of 
Nigeria and other less developed countries the need to invest in 
vocational agricultural education for manpower development.
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Limitation of the S t u d y :
This study was limited to vocational agricultural teachers in 
the public schools in the Southern United States and agricultural 
science teachers in the Southern States of Nigeria. Ninety-six teachers 
were selected from twelve states in the Southern United States. These 
teachers were selected based on the criteria that they had on-going 
school land laboratory. Thirty teachers were also selected from the 
three regions of the Southern Nigeria. They were selected on the 
criteria that they were agricultural science teachers and operate 
school f a r m s .
The study was also limited to determine how land laboratories in 
Nigeria could be improved for teaching the students to develop knowl­
edge and skills needed in modern agriculture.
Research Methodology
The descriptive survey using the mailout questionnaire technique 
was the method of research used in this study. Information was 
gathered from vocational agricultural education teachers in the 
Southern United States and Southern States of Nigeria.
A letter was sent to state supervisors of vocational agricul­
ture in the thirteen states in the Southern United States. This 
letter requested twenty names of schools with on-going school land 
laboratories in each state. Twelve state supervisors supplied the 
names as requested. Eight schools were selected from each state and 
a total of 96 schools were selected. A questionnaire was sent to a 
vocational agriculture teacher in each selected school to gather 
information about the land laboratory use in teaching vocational
13
agriculture. Out of this a total of 74 or 77.1 percent of the ques­
tionnaires were returned. Of the number returned, five were not used 
because those teachers indicated that they had no school land labora­
tory. Thus 69 or 71.9 percent useable questionnaires were obtained 
from the teachers in the United States.
The data collection instrument was submitted for several revisions 
before it was finally used. First, it was evaluated by the committee 
members. Consideration was given to the suggestions made by committee 
members and revisions were made. Secondly it was validated by a jury 
of experts. Consideration was given to their suggestions and revisions 
were made. Thirdly, the revised instrument was then pretested for 
further validation and clarification by a selected group of vocational 
agriculture teachers. From the results of the pretest, suggestions 
were offered and final revisions were made to the survey instruments.
In order to collect information from Nigeria, a short question­
naire was developed. It was designed to gather information on (1) the 
status of school farms in the secondary schools, (2) the policy of the 
ministry of agriculture and the West African Examination Council 
regarding the use of school farms, (3) the policy of the federal and 
state government on vocational agricultural education, and (4) prob­
lems teachers encounter in operating school farms. The instrument 
was evaluated by the committee members and a jury of experts. Con­
sideration was given to their suggestions and revisions were made.
Three agricultural science teachers from Southern Nigeria were 
contacted for help. Each was chosen to represent the three regions 
- West, East, and Midwest. They were instructed to send the
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questionnaires to ten agricultural science teachers in their region.
The teachers participating must be those recognized by the Nigerian 
ministry of education as agricultural science teachers and have an on­
going school farm. Completed questionnaires were sent to the helpers 
in Nigeria who directed them to the author in the United States. Out 
of the thirty teachers selected, 26 or 86.7 percent returned useable 
completed questionnaires.
Analysis of Data
In order to present and interpret the information secured, the 
responses from teachers were coded on IBM 80- column code sheets and 
turned over to the Louisiana State University Statistical Analysis 
system for programming. The coded information was punched into IBM 
cards. Data were summarized as to marginal frequencies and percentages 
using the Louisiana State University System Network Computer facilities.
Personal teacher data and data on land laboratory operation and 
usage were organized for analysis by frequencies, percentages, graphs, 
and ranking or d e r s .
The opinions and attitudes of the teachers towards some aspects 
of the school land laboratory were obtained by use of a rating scale 
to determine the degree of importance of each item. The following 
rating scale was used: very great, great, little importance, no impor­
tance, and no opinion.
Activities or items which received important and/or very impor­
tant by at least 75 percent of the respondents were considered to be 
of greatest importance to note.
To determine the extent of difficulties of some problems
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confronting teachers on the operation of the school land, the following 
rating scale was used to obtain the teachers opinions: very difficult, 
difficult, little difficulty, no difficulty, no opinion.
Problems which had over 25 percent of the teachers’ opinions as 
very difficult and/or difficult were to be considered as serious prob­
lems .
To determine the major competencies required of teachers for 
effective operation of a school land laboratory, a rating scale was 
also used. Each competency area was checked as very important, impor­
tant, little importance, no importance, and no opinion. Items which 
had over 90 percent of the teachers rated important and/or very 
important were considered to be of greatest importance for teachers 
to acquire.
Definition of Terms
Terms used in this study were defined in order to make the study 
understandable.
Agricultural education, secondary: Instruction related to agriculture
provided for persons in high schools engaged in or expecting to engage 
in farming and other agricultural occupations and for persons who do 
not expect to engage in agricultural occupations. It is intended to 
help students
(a) gain an appreciation and understanding of the significance 
of scientific agriculture
(b) develop skills, knowledge, and attitudes essential to 
becoming established in farming or off-farm agricultural
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occupations
(c) gain understanding and appreciation of the scientific prin­
ciples of crop production, livestock production, soil 
management and mechanics applied to different phases of 
agriculture.
Agricultural Sciences: This is used synonymously with agricultural
education. It is a common term used in Nigeria to refer to agriculture 
at the secondary school level.
Agricultural Science Teacher: A teacher who teaches agricultural
science on the high school level in Nigeria. In this study agricul­
tural science teacher is used synonymously with vocational agricultural 
teacher.
Competencies: The factors which are considered to be essential for a
teacher of vocational agriculture to possess in order to adequately 
operate a school land laboratory.
Future Farmers of American (FFA): A national organization of students
enrolled in vocational agriculture programs. FFA chapters are located 
in public schools offering instruction in vocational agriculture. FFA 
activities are an integral part of the instructional programs under 
provisions of the National Vocational Education Acts. The primary 
purposes of this organization are to develop leadership, cooperation, 
service, improved agriculture and citizenship.
School Land Laboratory: Land and facilities controlled by the public
school which are used to provide students with educational experiences
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in agriculture. It furnishes students with exploratory and learning 
activities designed to develop knowledge and skills in agriculture. 
School land laboratories may include facilities such as: a school
garden, nursery, forest area, greenhouse, land area and buildings for 
livestock, farm area for crop production, pasture and others. It 
excludes the agricultural mechanics shop and the classroom.
In this study school farm is used synonymously with school land 
laboratory.
Vocational Agriculture: This refers to the curriculum or program in
agricultural education structured to offer students the opportunity 
to explore and prepare for occupations in agricultural production and 
agribusiness.
Vocational Agriculture T e a c h e r : A teacher who teaches vocational
agriculture on the high school level in the United States.
Traditional versus Modern Agric u l t u r e : Many writers define traditional
agriculture to fit their own objectives. Hence, it is difficult to 
select one best definition. However, there are a few definitions 
which best describe traditional agriculture as it is used in this study. 
Upton (71:33) defines traditional agriculture as the concept of living 
and farming according to a fixed pattern based on generations of 
experience. Stevens (59:56) defines traditional agriculture as the 
one which exhibits little significant change in technical, social and 
economic variables.
Malissis (33:50), Stevens (59:7-11) and Mellor (38:133-136) 
present various characteristics which best describe traditional
agriculture. They are:
1. Practices based on knowledge carried down by generations; no 
scientific research involved
2. Low productivity and slow growth
3. The main economic activity is being concerned with satisfying 
the food requirement of the family (subsistence). Most activ 
ities are organized according to the needs of the producers
4. It is based on human, and sometimes, animal energy. Labor 
is supplied mostly by the immediate operator's family
5. Production is very dependent on natural conditions
6. All or almost all inputs required for production process are 
provided by the farmer himself
7. Capital investment and farm area are small
8. Farmers are poor compared to their counterparts in countries 
where agriculture is modernized.
On the other hand, modern agriculture allows for continuous chang 
in technical, social and economic variables used for agricultural pro­
duction. Mosher (39:XIV) has indicated that a modern agriculture is
the one in which:
1. The technology and efficiency of farming are continuously 
being improved.
2. The kinds of commodities produced on farms are constantly 
changing (at least in their proportions to each other) in 
response to changing market demands and cost of production
3. The quality of land, the competence of labor, and the forms 
and quality of capital instruments used in farming, are
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steadily being improved.
4. The proportions in which land, labor, and capital are combined 
for farming keep changing in response to changes in population 
growth rates, atlernative employment opportunities, and changes 
in farm technology as expressed in shifting relative prices 
of factors of production.
.5. Is served by private and public agencies that are continuously 
being adapted to serve new functions in new ways.
Modern agriculture is one that is highly dynamic and highly 
flexible as well as increasingly productive. A traditional agriculture, 
on the other hand, is not stagnant nor inefficient. It serves the major 
purpose of subsistence, though little market economy is involved. It 
is capable of change, but the process is slow. Knowledge of traditional 
technology has been carried down through the generations orally or by 
demonstration. It has been based on keen local trial and error obser­
vations, uninformed by the sciences of chemistry, biology or physics.
Many people, especially in the developing countries, always equate 
modern agriculture with highly mechanized agriculture such as that of 
the United States. However, modernized agriculture might also be highly 
productive without being highly mechanized. The author considers 
Japanese agriculture at the turn of the twentieth century to be an 
example of a modern agriculture with little mechanization yet highly 
productive. What is needed in Nigeria is a significant change in the 
pattern of production combination, production sequences, and resource 
use. This means adopting the technological and institutional changes 
that will aid the farmer to better utilize labor, land and capital to
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produce beyond the family requirements. Modern agriculture also implies 
modernization of the country living so that educated persons would stay 
on the land rather than migrate to the already congested cities. It 
involves producing a large volume of export crops, producing enough food 
crops so that the people can eat better and reduce dependence on im­
ported food-stuffs, producing more so that the income of the farmers is 
compatible with workers in the other sectors. These could only be 
achieved through a rapid improvement and development of and applying new 
techniques of production and organization which insures a rapid in­
crease in agricultural production.
There is no one formula for the modernization of agriculture.
But those who are involved in agricultural development in the develop­
ing countries have a difficult job to do. This job is the transforma­
tion from traditional to modern agriculture. This is the greatest task 
facing agricultural education teachers in Nigeria and other developing 
nations. Some of the questions teachers should try to answer are:
1. Is there any important part of traditional agriculture?
2. If so, what can modern agricultural education do to preserve-
important parts of the traditional agriculture?
3. How can the use of the school land laboratory help in the
great taks of modernizing farming?
A. How can the school land laboratory program help in bringing 
the modern type of agriculture to a community, a state or 
the nation?
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERAUTRE
In an attempt to attain a clear perspective of the educational 
relevancy of the land laboratory use in vocational agricultural educa­
tion and its contribution to the development of trained and skilled 
manpower needed in agricultural development, the writer made a survey 
of literature and research concerning this topic. It was revealed 
that few comprehensive studies have been made in the developing coun­
tires. There have, however, been numerous studies and articles in the 
United States on the subject which helped to bring a clear concept of 
the use of the school land laboratory in the teaching of vocational 
agricultural education in the public schools.
The need of this review was to illustrate varied dimensions and 
concepts of the use of the school land laboratory. These illustrations 
could help improve the present development and also project the future 
use of this educational tool in Nigeria and other developing countries 
which are lagging in vocational agricultural education.
This chapter then focusses on the following:
1. Agricultural Education in Nigeria
2. Investment in Agricultural Education for manpower development
3. The related studies in Nigeria and other Developing Countries
4. The related studies in the United States
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Agricultural Education in Nigeria
A  study of agricultural education in Nigeria would be incomplete 
without reviewing the primitive education and the development of formal 
education in Nigeria. Formal education was introduced by the mission­
aries in the mid nineteenth century. Before the missionaries introduced 
the western type of education among the Nigerians, the African educa­
tion of the Nigerians, as well as other Africans, existed in its 
traditional informal form. This system of education, which was a part 
of a particular culture, was applied to the child from birth to the 
time he was granted full status of an adult in the society. This sys­
tem of education did not involve reading and writing, yet it was 
adapted to the environment and its cultural educational organism. 
Teaching, which was performed by parents and contemporaries, was indi­
vidual and adapted to the child's peculiarity. (73:2) In this system, 
the education of the people reflected the culture of the tribe concern­
ed. Farmers taught the boys to be good farmers. Hunters taught the 
boys the art of hunting; and the nomads taught their sons the breeding 
and care of animals. The mothers, on the other hand, trained the 
girls with respect to attitudes, knowledge and skills pertaining to 
the running of a family in order to become good wives and mothers. The 
whole process and aim of the traditional education was the preparation 
of the individual for a useful adult life. (73:8)
The pre-missionary education was learning by imitation through 
observation, and/or direct training by parents, through examples and 
precepts. The traditional primitive education gave the youths the 
skills and knowledge which enabled them to live productively in the
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present and prepared them for their future responsible life in the 
community.
Until the coming of the missionaries, the only formal system of 
education in Nigeria was in the Muslim North. These were small reli­
gious schools attended by a small number of boys who studied Koran and 
gained a basic literacy in Arabic script. The seed of formal education 
was planted in Nigeria in 1842 when the first Mission school was 
founded at Badagri. By 1859 the number of mission schools rose to 
fifty. The early mission schools adapted the British system and 
methods of education with a strong bias toward classical education, 
paying little attention to vocational and practical training. The 
missionary teachers were interested in developing a literate population 
who could read, write, and count. Reading was mostly emphasized so 
that the converts could read the Bible and the Catechisms. After the 
missionaries laid the foundations for the Western formal type of 
education, other voluntary agencies and the colonial government estab­
lished their roles in education. By 1908, the number of government 
schools rose to forty. In 1909 the first government secondary school, 
modeled on the British public school, was founded to give boys a 
general secondary education and train them for the civil service.
Until 1945, religious bodies operated 99 percent of the schools and 
taught 97 percent of all pupils. (41:177)
While the government schools strived to produce British subjects, 
the mission schools strived to produce good literate Christians to 
become teachers, preachers and interpreters. The early education did 
not enable the student to come to terms with his environment or with
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his people who did not accept the Western culture and religion, nor 
did it enable the student to acquire some skill of hand or appreciation 
of manual labor. Nigerians themselves were interested in this liberal 
education since it seemed evident that such education led to jobs, 
social position to which they aspired, and sometimes gave admission to 
a western university. This formal education was not in line with the 
traditional education which prepared one for his cultural setting. As 
a result, the educated African became a foreigner in his own society, 
and a hater of manual labor.
Dyk (73:11), commenting on the effect of the formal Western educa­
tion on the African indigeneous education, had this to say:
Education should never be considered apart from its 
cultural setting. It is culture that gives education its 
significance. Educational problems should constantly be 
viewed in relation to their social setting— the home, the 
environment and the community. The missionaries intro­
duced a type of education which was not rooted in the 
national past of tribal life and tribal traditions.
As early as the 1920s, some concerned people and organizations in 
Nigeria and abroad observed that the educational activities in Nigeria, 
as well as other less developed nations, neglected the fundamental 
need of the people. This need was agricultural education. Over three- 
fourths of the Nigerians lived on and by the soil, but the schools 
made very little if any provision for training in this important ele­
ment for life. A major move was made by the study of African Education 
by the Phelps-Stokes Commission in 1921. The main object of the study 
was to determine educational conditions and needs of the people and to 
report to all interested in improving the status of the native Afri­
cans. In the Commission's report in 1922, adaptations of education
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to the needs of the individual and the community was the major recom­
mendation. Referring to agricultural education, the commission saw it 
was one of the most unfortunate failures of government and mission 
education. A  method in which agricultural education was to be taught 
was suggested :!n three categories. First the supplementary training 
of elementary and secondary pupils; second, departments or schools of 
agriculture to prepare teachers and specialists in agriculture; and 
third, short courses to train farmers to cultivate more effectively.
The commission further pointed out that the first essential of an agri­
cultural school was a farm, operated in such a way that profitable 
cultivation of the land was combined with the educational use of stu­
dent labor. (29:71-73)
Referring specifically to Nigeria, the commission pointed out that 
the curricula in force considered literary education as the "be-all and 
end-all," with far too little attention paid to the coordination of 
hand and eye, (29:175)
Although some changes came many years after the Phelps-Stoke 
report, it gave those concerned with education and development some 
food for thought. In 1935, a memorandum of the Education of African 
Communities stressed that the education given to the Nigerians, as 
well as other Africans, bore little or no relation to life of the 
African community. It indicated how African education could be made 
more realistic if health, agriculture, and adult education were 
stressed In the same decade, agricultural schools were opened in the 
different legions of Nigeria. Nduka (40:40-41) These schools, intro­
duced outside the secondary school system and still in operation,
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aimed at training agricultural extension officers and workers for 
educating the farmers, and training agricultural science teachers for 
teaching in primary schools and teacher training institutes. They are 
administered by the state and/or Federal Ministries of Agriculture, and 
other Federal Government agricultural agencies. Some schools are admin­
istered by agricultural research institutes. More recently, some of 
these schools are administered by the universities. The programs which 
these schools offer in vocational agricultural training are:
1. Farm Institutes: These institutes enroll in-residence farm 
boys, who are graduates of primary school, for one year. They 
receive classroom instruction and practical training on a farm 
operated by the school. At the end of the course they go back 
to the village to practice farming.
2. Farm Training Center: Primary school graduates of employment
age are sent to a nine-month course in modern agriculture with 
required practical experience on the school farm. Those who
successfully complete the course are sent out into the field
as agricultural instructors or field overseers, the lowest 
cadre in the Agricultural Extension Service of the Ministry
of Agriculture.
3. School of Agriculture: This institution offers a two year
technical education in agriculture to secondary school grad­
uates which leads to the award of a certificate. The holders 
of these certificates are posted into the field by the State
Ministries of Agriculture as agricultural assistants, the
second cadre of the agricultural extension field workers.
After at least one year of successful field work, these cer­
tificate holders may be sent back to school for advanced level 
courses of two years duration leading to the award of diploma. 
Holders of this diploma are promoted to the level of agricul­
tural superintendents. These schools also offer a two-year 
program for teachers leading to Grade 1 teacher certificate.
The teachers, upon completion of the course, are sent to 
teach in primary schools, teacher training institutes, and 
secondary schools.
4. Polytechnic: This is another type of institution offering 
post secondary technical education in agricultural related 
certificate and diploma courses, primarily of a mechanical or 
engineering technology nature, such as agricultural mechanics, 
irrigation, engineering, and tractor and heavy equipment 
maintenance. (35:132-133)
It is unfortunate to note that the teaching of agricultural 
science was not emphasized early in the beginning of secondary educa­
tion in Nigeria. Some science subjects were taught based mostly on 
theory and no practical farming was done. It should be recalled that 
a high school education was meant to produce civil servants and white- 
collar workers. Thus before 1960, very few if any secondary schools 
offered agricultural education and/or operated a school farm.
The primary school was to inculcate the love of the land so that 
those who are not able to go to high school may go back to the land. 
Hence, rural science was taught in the local primary schools through 
the use of school gardens or school farms.
Many authorities have been questioning the vocational effect of 
offering agricultural sciences in the primary schools. They argue that 
the training at this stage is seldom specific or practical enough to 
produce skilled agriculturists as the students are usually too young 
to be interested in farming as a way of life, nor able to relate the 
theory to practice. (19:129)
Agricultural Education at the Secondary School Level in Nigeria
To understand agricultural education at the secondary level in 
Nigeria, a knowledge of the development and the organization of the 
secondary school in Nigeria is necessary. Earlier, it was pointed out 
that the first secondary schools in Nigeria were founded by the 
missionaries and later followed by the founding of government secon­
dary schools. The early secondary schools were an exact copy of the 
British type secondary grammar school. They conducted a six-year 
course similar to those in the United Kingdom. The program led to a
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Cambridge School Certificate. This type of education was a prerequisite 
for entering the Nigerian civil service and higher institutions in 
Nigeria or in the United Kingdom. With the constitution of the West 
African Examination Council, of which Nigeria is a member, the Cambridge 
School Certificate and the sixth year course were reduced to five years. 
(9:45) Today most secondary schools are modeled after the British 
grammar schools which offer a five year academic education leading to 
the West African Examination School Certificate. This examination con­
sists of a series of prescribed subjects, six of which must be passed 
to obtain the certificate. (The certificate is classified as a grade 
I, II, or III.) Courses offered include English, literature, religious 
knowledge, mathematics, history, geography, general sciences and 
physical education. In addition, a school curriculum may include 
Latin, French, Nigerian Languages, Agricultural Sciences and Home 
Economics. (41:182)
Agricultural education had no place in the secondary school 
curriculum until the 1960s. The need for technicians was highly 
sensed in the early 1950s for the purpose of preparing the Nigerians 
for political, social and economic independence. For that reason, 
the British government appointed two famous educational commissions 
of inquiry to visit Nigeria during the period 1950-1960; one at the 
beginning and the other at the end of the period. The first commission 
was the Nuffield Foundation and the Colonial Office which started work 
in 1951. The second and the most influential commission in the 
present educational development in Nigeria was the Ashby Commission 
which was to conduct investigations into the needs of Nigeria in the
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field of post certificate and higher education. The commission reported 
on the eve of the Nigerian independence in 1960. Among other things, 
the commission reported that technical and vocational education consti­
tuted the weakest link in the Nigerian educational chain. Referring to 
the primary and secondary schools, the report stated:
The bias of the present primary and secondary 
curricula toward literacy and academic subjects should 
be corrected by the introduction of obligatory manual 
subjects. In some secondary schools, technical subjects 
should be included among those which may be carried to 
school Certificate Level... We further propose that 
vocational courses be offered by some schools. (17:180)
Following this, the commission recommended that vocational agricultural
education be added to secondary schools as soon as possible. The Ashby
recommendations introduced a new challenge to secondary education, and
in the 1960s some secondary schools started to offer agricultural
educat i o n .
The goal of agricultural education in the secondary school in 
Nigeria is to develop within students the professional and technically 
based competencies to function effectively as good agriculturists.
The specific objectives are:
1. To develop positive attitudes towards agriculture and 
agriculturally related occupations.
2. To generate a commitment to the teaching of agriculture.
3. To develop understandings and skills of agricultural subject 
matter which are congruent with the needs and age level of 
secondary school students.
Unfortunately, the type of agricultural education offered in
Nigeria cannot be termed vocational in the real sense as it is not
oriented to prepare a student for a vocation. It is oriented toward
the fulfillment of the external examination. The West African
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Examination council instructs that any school presenting candidates for 
agricultural science keep a school farm or garden for regular observa­
tion by the pupils during plant growth. Each candidate is expected to 
keep a field note book which is presented for grading as part of the 
practical test. The practical test, which can be taken in an ordinary 
classroom, has the principal aim of testing skill in observation and 
recognition. (64:27)
It is evident that there is no intention that the student acquire 
any skill and knowledge in the managing of a farm which could help in 
entering farming or agricultural related occupations. Hence, the 
teaching of skills and the acquisition of knowledge is therefore not 
the primary purpose of high school land laboratories in Nigeria. It 
is the opinion of the author that school land laboratories in Nigeria 
should be oriented toward a more vocational nature so that the student 
could develop skills and knowledge needed in modern farming and agri­
businesses. Furthermore, it should give a background experience to 
those who plan to enter college and become professional agriculturists.
The future of vocational agricultural education in Nigeria is 
yet to be seen. A new secondary education program has recently been 
formulated by the government. Under this program which will be a six- 
year course, the junior secondary level will include the first three 
•years and will be both vocational and academic. The senior level, the 
last three years, will be for those who want to have a complete six- 
year secondary education. At the end of this time they will go 
directly to the universities. (44:40-41)
The author is of the opinion that vocational agricultural
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education should be offered during the entire six-year program for 
those students who plan a career in agriculture. Limiting vocational 
education to the lower classes of secondary school will not produce the 
kind of manpower needed. It is in the advanced levels that a student 
should have specialized training which could provide him with the 
skills and knowledge to enter the occupation of his choice. It seems 
this new program is not in line with the UNESCO Mission's recommenda­
tion which stressed that the curricula of secondary education programs 
in Nigeria be reviewed and modernized and that the first two or three 
years be of a general nature, while the latter years be concentrated 
on developing the skills and attitudes of students in order to prepare 
them for employment. (65:184)
Investment in Agricultural Education for Manpower Development
Investment in agricultural education and training provides the 
foundation for agricultural development. In a developing country like 
Nigeria, the ability and willingness of persons to apply knowledge and 
skills are the basis for increasing output of agricultural production. 
The dominating importance of agriculture in the Nigerian economy and 
the need for trained manpower of quality and quantity in the inter­
mediate level is widely recognized by the Nigerians and other inter­
national authorities. Many international authorities on Nigerian 
economic development put emphasis on the critical manpower situation 
which exists in the agricultural fields. They have indicated that 
all the products of agricultural training in Nigeria are deficient in 
practical knowledge of farming and farm operations. (70:299)
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One of the critical problems in the agricultural development in 
Nigeria is the shortage of trained human resources to work on the farm 
or to staff the essential services in the field of food and agriculture. 
In the United States and other developed countries, the secondary school 
agricultural education is vocational in nature. Land area, equipment 
and facilities are provided to give the students practical experience 
through "learning and doing." In most developing countries, studies 
have shown that the teaching of agricultural education in the secondary 
school is often theoretical. There is often little, if any, farming 
practice. As a result, the high school graduates of such schools 
receive neither sufficient practical knowledge of agriculture to train 
them for farming, nor sufficient scientific knowledge for effective work 
in government services or entry to a university. (19:127-129)
Coombs and Ahmed (13:131-132), reported that agricultural 
secondary schools in the developing countries are in the worst plight 
of all. These schools are not sure of their purpose as to where they 
fit into the agricultural system and what they are preparing students 
for. Students are taught mostly in the classroom. As a result, grad­
uates from such schools are not wanted by colleges, and not qualified 
for middle technician posts in government agricultural services. It 
was suggested that the appropriateness of agricultural vocational 
secondary schools for developing countries be critically examined as 
to relevancy of the needs, resources, and life styles of rural 
societies.
Ikejiana (28:87) stressed that the secondary school education 
in Nigeria does not prepare students for life because the students
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graduate without preparation for a vocation and without respect for 
manual work.
In a study to determine extension failures in Eastern Nigeria, 
Biobaku & Hursh (6:121) found out that the ability of extension 
workers to guide farmers from awareness to sustained adoption of farm 
practices was dependent on his training and experience in technical 
agriculture. Often, the need for field extension workers is so urgent 
that young men and women are recruited without any background in agri­
culture. They are given service training in agricultural schools for 
six months to four years. The author is of the opinion that if such 
students were recruited from the vocational agriculture department in 
the secondary schools, their ability to serve the farmer would be 
improved.
Education--broadly viewed as the improvement in human competen­
cies, that calls for new knowledge, acquisition of new skills, 
aptitudes, and technical capacities--plays an important role in the 
course of economic development. In recent times the concept of human 
capital has become not only respectable, but has inspired a number of 
theoretical studies. Shultz (1971:32) has argued convincingly that 
the conventional definition of capital by economists is too narrow 
and that where human capabilities do not stay abreast of physical 
capital, because they are denied training, they become limiting 
factors in economic growth.
"Investment In Education," the report of the Ashby Commission 
which was mentioned earlier, stressed the development of human resour­
ces to bridge the gap between the traditional and modern economics in
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Nigeria, especially in the agricultural sector. Investment in educa­
tion that develops skills and knowledge needed in modern agriculture 
must also develop a good attitude. Agricultural education at the 
secondary level must foster the spirit of innovation, reorientation, 
a desire to get hands dirty, and a respect for manual labor. Ogunsheye 
(48:661) has indicated that education for development is the educa­
tional system which develops knowledge and skills and inculcates the 
right attitudes and ideals that help a rapidly growing and changing 
e c onomy.
Balough (4:161) has argued that vocational education is a vital 
component of education's contribution to economic growth. He sugges­
ted that schools should be used for the purpose of training directly 
for the production process. He emphasized that a change could come 
only by linking educational advances closely with rural change and 
with the modernization of agriculture.
Pertaining to the question of the type of educational invest­
ment that may contribute to economic development, Hanson and Brembeck 
(24:120-125) listed the characteristics of educational systems that 
seem to be supportive of economic growth:
1. They are open rather than closed systems of thought and 
behavior. They are concerned with specific knowledge and 
skills. They are concerned with the creation, use, 
handling, testing and applying of knowledge.
2. They offer viable programs of quality in vocational, 
technical, scientific and professional fields that are 
adapted to the country's stage of development.
3. Such programs are characterized by a balance of vocational 
and general studies. Vocational graduates should be trained 
so that they can use their talents in other sectors of the 
job market where employment may be found.
4. Education for economic development values the discipline of 
work because economic development is dependent upon produc­
tion made possible through work.
Further, they emphasized that the use of education for economic 
development requires a national policy and consideration of the 
specific characteristics education must possess to facilitate such 
development.
The agricultural development in the United States best describes 
the importance of having a national policy. The Smith-Hughes Act of 
1917 provided for high school vocational education in agriculture. 
Norton (43:33-35) has indicated that agriculture has gained more 
rapidly in production than any other sector of the United States 
economy due to education and agricultural research. He listed the 
four phases of education which have helped United States agriculture 
to enjoy such a rapid gain of productivity. They are:
1. Literacy and general education permitting access to written 
knowledge and the flexibility of mind which tends to w e l ­
come new knowledge.
2. Formal and specialized instruction beginning at secondary 
level and continuing into graduate levels of higher educa­
tion o
3. Research and experimentation to provide a scientific basis 
for instruction and practice.
4. Provision for rapid extension of new knowledge among those 
engaged in the industry.
There is a growing awareness in Africa today that the classical 
type of secondary education is not enough to provide social and eco­
nomic growth. Agricultureal, vocational and technical education must 
also be developed. There is also a growing awareness that traditional 
agriculture must give way to a modern type of agriculture. A belief
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that success in modern agriculture requires knowledge and skills far 
beyond theory has been indicated by Africans. It is also recognized 
that trained manpower is needed to remove the bottleneck for efficient 
utilization of labor and land resources that are already abundant in 
the agricultural sector. In the Addis Ababa conference, attention 
was focussed on the relationship between economy and education. The 
conference declared that the development of human resources is urgent 
and essential in the development of material resources. It added 
that educational investment is a long term proposition which could 
bring a high rate of return if properly planned. It also stressed 
the need for practical application of knowledge. The conference 
(69:9-11) expressed concern over the current educational system in 
A f r i c a :
... If education is to be integrated with economic devel­
opment and to pay its way in purely economic terms, one 
of the principal changes must be a shift in curricula 
away from philisophic and literary studies towards natural 
science and its applications. Entire substitution of
one for the other is not in question; but a shift in
relative proportions is of great importance.
However, there are some people in the developing countries who 
argue that the proper place to learn farming is on the farm. They 
advocate more training to those who are already settled in farming. 
Their argument is based on the fact that comparatively few if any 
graduates of secondary schools in the developing countries return to 
practical farming; that many seek employment in other services or 
gravitate to cities. Even those who return to the village would not
be able to apply their knowledge because of the difficulty in obtain­
ing land for farming. (31:94-96)
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The author is of the opinion that practical knowledge and skills 
that bring about modern agricultural practices can be taught in 
schools. Students could apply such knowledge to their homes and 
improve the traditional methods still used by their parents. Further­
more, agriculture today is more than farming. It seems those who 
advocate giving training on the farm rather on the school land think 
of agriculture as farming only.
At the conference on agricultural education in the developing 
countries, it was agreed that if agricultural education is fundamental 
to establishing the basis on which a nation's agricultural economy 
rests, it merits the highest priority in national concerns. It was 
widely accepted that more skilled technicians and para-professionals 
at every level are needed in most of the predominately agricultural 
countries, and that secondary and vocational schools must be geared 
to meet this need. (63:IX)
Bradfield (7:96 ) indicated that the benefits of agricultural 
abundance in the United States are parts of the harvest from invest­
ment in agricultural education and research. He also indicated that 
much of the poverty in the developing countries could be attributed 
to their failure to adopt lessons of science and apply them to their 
problems of agriculture.
He stressed that the nations that are advanced agriculturally 
(United States, Japan) are those that have made investment in agri­
cultural education. He stressed that in most developing countries 
the number of men trained in agricultural sciences is inadequate and 
the quality of training must be improved.
It is probable that technical training at the secondary level has 
high productivity. Psacharrpoulos (53:641-653) in a study of the con­
tribution of education, both the quality and the quantity, to economic 
growth in Hawaii found that secondary education contributed more to 
economic growth than any other educational level.
Related Studies in Nigeria and Other Developing Countries
Studies on school land laboratories in Nigeria have not been made 
however, a few studies have been done on agricultural education in 
Nigeria and in other developing countries. The conclusions of these 
studies are presented here in order to serve as a guideline for con­
clusions and recommendations reached in this study.
Okeye (47:67-235) conducted an intensive study to suggest a pro­
posed program of agricultural education for Nigeria. He found that 
agricultural education was not given an appropriate place in the 
Nigerian secondary school curriculum. Where agricultural education 
was offered, it was academically oriented and education for the world 
of work was absent. Where school farms were used, they did not provide 
a means to improve farming and rural life. He also found that little 
interest was shown by the administrators in trying to promote the 
teaching of vocational agriculture in the secondary schools.
His findings indicated also that there was a need for the 
Nigerian government to enact a vocational act in order to have a well 
planned and coordinated agricultural program. This program would pro­
vide opportunities for students to learn and acquire the necessary 
knowledge and skills needed in modern agriculture. The study empha­
sized that at the secondary school level emphasis should be placed on
teaching students how to farm rather than learning subject matter about 
farming. In order to instill the correct attitude towards agriculture, 
he suggested that youth organizations such as 4-H Club and Future 
Farmers of Nigeria be established.
Efanga (18:2-6, 67-69) in 1972, conducted a study on the agricul­
tural education programs in the secondary schools of the South Eastern 
State of Nigeria. The findings of his study follow:
The secondary school education in Nigeria tended to be a one way 
lane leading to external certificate examination in academic subjects. 
This type of education tended to perpetuate the prejudice against the 
so-called manual labor and technical education. This type of education 
did not meet the felt needs and the life of the people. A program of 
vocational agricultural education with specific utilitarian objectives 
be substituted for the present agricultural science programs. The 
government of Nigeria should provide full financial support and equip­
ment for adequate training of students to acquire the competencies 
related to agricultural occupations and farming.
In another study of agricultural education in Nigeria, Okorie 
(46:98-155) found that all of the secondary students interviewed wanted 
agriculture to become a part of the secondary school curriculum in 
rural areas. They also expressed the need for a national youth organ­
ization .
Even though 90 percent of the students agreed with the statement 
that farming was a good occupation, only 14.3 percent indicated that 
they would like to become farmers after graduating from high school.
The students also characterized the local farm implements as outdated.
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With regard to the government’s involvement in promoting agricul­
tural education in the secondary schools, 99.5 percent of the students 
blamed the government for not encouraging vocational agricultural 
education. About 64.0 percent of the students thought that there was 
a need for individual farm projects. A  large majority of the students 
also agreed that parents should be involved in the planning of agricul­
tural education programs in schools.
Many parents felt that it was not necessary to give farmer train­
ing in the secondary school. (This opinion might stem from the lack of 
impact of agricultural education in the secondary schools on the local 
farming programs.)
A large majority of teachers also blamed the government's lack 
of efforts in improving agriculture in the secondary schools. It was 
also evident that the community did not benefit much from such programs 
because the teachers confined their programs mainly to the school.
Only 2.2 percent of the teachers indicated that they conducted short 
courses for farmers, and only 8.7 percent had held demonstrations in 
the community. A majority of the teachers were of the opinion that 
agriculture should be taught to all students in the secondary school 
system. To meet educational needs of the secondary school students, 
he recommended individual farm projects and students cooperative work 
on the school farm in order to understand the full meaning of farming. 
He commended agriculture programs which minimize manual labor.
Hiranrusme (27:7) in a study of Thailand observed some factors 
that prevented the development of a sound agricultural education pro­
gram. They are:
1. Older administrators resist innovative ideas for agricultural 
education
2. Lack of cooperation among teachers and professors from differ 
ent colleges and universities in improving and developing 
agricultural programs
3. Lack of cooperation among students, teachers, parents and 
employers on work experience programs
4. Failure of the people to realize the importance of agricultur
5. Lack of selection procedures to identify students who should 
enroll in agricultural education
6. Rural youth migration to urban cities
7. Low salaries of teachers
8. Increased age level and decreased physical ability of those 
left in farming
9. Low prestige attached to farming as an occupation
10. Lack of funds to promote practical agricultural education
The study indicated also that the agricultural education programs 
were not placed in a proper place in the curriculum of the primary and 
secondary schools in Thailand. Agriculutral education could help 
students to understand agricultural occupations. Agricultural educa­
tion could improve the potential of the students to be leaders and good 
citizens through the Future Farmers of Thailand. Agricultural educa­
tion programs must be based on a sound philosophy of change. Agri­
cultural education should provide needed skills for the world of work 
through school farms and occupational experiences. Guidance and 
counseling should be provided for vocational guidance and occupational 
information. (27:138-178
Philp (51:62-80) made a study to determine what type of farming 
experiences were appropriate for use in high schools in Jamaica. Her
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study indicated that the school land laboratory was one of the most 
important means of providing farm experiences and should be used more 
extensively. She stressed that the school land should give the students 
opportunities to acquire skills in doing all the different types of 
jobs related to agriculture. She recommended that students living in 
the dormitories were to have projects on the school land, while those 
living at home were to be encouraged to have home projects. Both 
school and home projects should be used to give meaningful practical 
experience and be supervised by the teacher.
Ongondo (49:24-25) in a study of agricultural education in 
Kenya found that parents' cooperation with their children and the 
school as related to farming projects was a significant factor to be 
considered in improving agricultural education in the secondary schools. 
The rural community could help the school incorporate their need in 
the curriculum through an advisory committee. The role of the agri­
cultural teacher was seen to be very important as to favorable rela­
tionship with fellow teachers, administrators and the rural community. 
The support of the principal was very significant for the improvement 
of agricultural education programs.
Tate (62:12-13 & 19) conducted a study of practical agricultural 
education in the Philippines. This study was made on one farm-school 
whose purpose was to prepare the pupils for useful employment and to 
meet the needs of students over 14 who have entered or were preparing 
to enter farming. The study indicated that every boy and girl took 
over the management and operation of some projects for their own 
account and profit, such as field crops of rice, sugar cane, corn,
cassava, peanuts and bananas. A  typical project such as rice involved 
the preparation, the planting, renting the water buffalo, seed purchase 
harvesting and marketing of the product, and fertilizer application.
The school had livestock, gardens, orchards, all of which were 
used for practical courses. It was also found that students in the 
school learned not only farming to become good farmers, but they also 
learned cooperation, courtesy, leadership and how to make a good living 
from farming.
In another study done by Okorie (45:89 & 94), he found that inade 
quate and poor feeding was one of the pressing problems in secondary 
schools in Nigeria. He also found that if the government was to pro­
vide some aid for farming in schools, hunger problems in the Nigerian 
schools would be solved because the students would produce their food 
from the school land laboratory. In addition, the young generations 
could be encouraged to look upon farming as an important occupation 
and they could learn by doing.
Mayer and Onazi (35:132-133) in their study of Nigeria found 
that vocational and technical education in agriculture is organized 
quite differently than in the United States of America. They found 
that the typical secondary school in Nigeria is patterned after the 
British Grammar Schools with the curriculum essentially concerned with 
preparation for entry into the university. They also found that the 
concept of vocational education in a comprehensive secondary school 
was just in the process of being introduced in that country. The 
study pointed out that secondary schools should offer agricultural 
science courses which are vocationally oriented rather than the
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presently academically oriented. This would provide the students with 
learning and doing.
Martin (34:202-203) in an article on improving the Nigerian style 
of agricultural education, indicated that secondary schools should meet 
the needs of the people to return to the land, rather than creating a
class of people who regard themselves superior to the farmers in the
village. To achieve this goal he formulated the following guiding 
principles for agricultural education in Nigeria. They are:
1. The education for boys and girls should make people to become 
producers rather than parasites. To achieve this goal, agri­
cultural education curriculum has to be maintained throughout 
the five years, and there should be more opportunity for 
practical work.
2. The manpower needs of the country should be a guiding prin­
ciple in the choice of a career. Nigeria's greatest needs
are in agriculture, and in this field an almost indefinite 
number can be absorbed. Hence, agricultural education is to 
point boys and girls in that direction.
3. The activities of farming and associated activities in a 
school agricultural program are to help keep balance between 
home life and school life.
In order to develop successful agricultural programs, the study 
indicated further that such programs should be developed upon the kind 
of things that (1) maintain the interest of the student in the subject 
up to and beyond the time he leaves school, (2) build up character 
which is aware of the primary needs of the country, (3) keep the 
course practical and regulated to everyday life.
A world conference (20:40-41) on agricultural education and 
training was held in an effort to provide an opportunity for the 
exchange of experience in the field of agricultural education and 
training on a world scale. Particular reference was given to the
developing countries. With regards to practical training, facilities, 
and organizations, there was complete agreement on the principle that 
well organized,practical training represents a crucially important 
part of agricultural education and training. It was agreed that prac­
tical training is best organized on a school or a college farm 
specially developed for teaching purposes. Such farms should be 
planned so that they can provide students with practical experience in 
a wide range of farming operations on a commercial or semi-commercial 
scale. In addition to providing facilities for the study of specific 
aspects of crops and animal production, horticulture and, where appro­
priate, forestry, it was indicated that the commercial aspects of such 
farms must not conflict with teaching needs and objectives but rather 
should complement them. It was also agreed that school farms could 
form a useful point of contact with local farmers in the area.
A  study of Sierra Leone by Swanson and Tucker (61:199, 203 & 210) 
indicated a negative use of school farms in Sierra Leone as a sort of 
punishment which tends to associate farming and manual labor with 
undesirable behavior in the minds of students. It was indicated that 
examinations given by the West African Examination Council stress 
theoretical rather than practical knowledge and skills; as a result 
the secondary schools turn young people away from agriculture.
Agard (1:106-109) in a study of Guyana found that the lack of 
knowledge of agricultural careers, other than of farming, was expressed 
by over 75.0 percent of the students. This was so because the agricul­
tural programs was narrow in scope as teachers confined their programs 
to in-school activities limited to crop science. The study recommended
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that the major emphasis in teaching of agriculture should be placed at 
the high school level and that the vocational aspect of agricultural 
education should be emphasized in the program.
Related Studies in the United States
In the United States of America, the nature of teaching vocational 
agriculture has changed a great deal in recent years. The department of 
agriculture is not filled only by farm boys. It is now filled with boys 
and girls with little or no farm background taking agricultural courses 
with objectives other than preparation for farming. Teachers and tea­
cher educators in agricultural education have been aware of the needed 
changes. A  number of significant innovations have occurred throughout 
the country.
Phipps (52:473) and Hamlin (23:233) have indicated that the 
school land laboratory is necessary for the development and/or enrich­
ment of the common agricultural skills with the degree of uniformity 
to both farm and non-farm students.
Drawbaugh and Hull (15:141-160) stressed the importance of the 
land laboratories as enriched facilities with environments planned 
to stimulate learning through doing. They also stressed the use of 
school land laboratory facilities in teaching both farming and the 
clusters of off-farm occupations. They emphasized that the effective­
ness of a school land laboratory depended on well equipped facilities 
dictated by the kind of knowledge and skills to be taught. They also 
indicated that demonstrations, experiments, projects, practice and 
drill, and simulation exercises are practical approaches to laboratory 
instruction in agricultural education.
Snell (58:198-208) reported the purpose and uses of school land 
laboratories as prepared by a committee of teachers in Maine, as follows
1. To provide worthwhile experiences for students which will 
assist in developing operational and managerial proficiency 
as farmers. The justification for such enterprises being 
that more experience can thus be provided than through 
individual farming programs alone
2. To demonstrate recommended practices
3. To provide experience in cooperation
4. To provide opportunity for individual farming programs for 
students with inadequate opportunities elsewhere
The following uses of school land laboratories, while usually 
not important enough to justify establishing such enterprises, may 
have direct or indirect educational value and are considered to be 
incidental to those purposes given above:
1. To conduct experiments
2. To provide foundation stock and breeding services for stu­
dents, when these are not available or accessible in
satisfactory amount and quality
3. For public relations, to assist in making the work of
vocational agriculture department more widely known and
better understood
McDonald (36:70-71) found that in Maryland there was an increas­
ing number of students from part-time and subsistence farming situations 
who enrolled in the high school agricultural programs. For such
students, as well as those with large-scale farm background, he saw
that school land laboratory was of great, value to them. Some of the
contributions of the school land are:
1. To provide worthwhile work experience
2. To demonstrate the practicality and use of sound farming 
practices, procedures, and skills
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3. To serve as a testing plot
4. To make money for FFA chapter under certain circumstances
5. To create an active vital interest in agriculture on the 
part of the student body as a whole and the agriculture group 
in particular
6. To provide breeding service, livestock, plants, and seed 
for pupils' projects
7. To provide opportunity for supervised farming programs for 
some pupils
8. To provide opportunity for cooperative effort in a wide 
range of producing, processing, and marketing activities
9. To provide a natural setting where the teaching of agricul­
tural theory and practice, the "why" and the "how," take 
place at the proper season and in the proper sequence under 
the direct supervision of the teacher
Listed below are the commonly accepted essentials for success in 
operating land laboratories found by McDonald:
1. Must be general agreement that the aim and basic objective 
of the farm is education and training rather than profit
2. Must be approved, supported and financed by the school board
3. Must be on or adjoining the school campus
4. Must be on land owned or on long term lease by the school
5. Someone connected by the school should live on the school
farm
6. There should be two or more teachers or a full or part-time 
operator connected to a large land laboratory
7. Land should be average or better in quality or of an 
improvable nature
8. Accurate and detailed records should be kept
9. All enterprises attempted should give at least average 
yields and returns
10. Enterprises should be selected based on such things as labor 
distribution, educational value, market, soil adaptation, 
and others
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11. Student labor should not be exploited
12. Regular farm equipment common to the region should be
available
13. Work and jobs should be assigned with a view to greatest 
educational value
14. Manual work should be closely correlated with classroom 
teaching
15. When planning and beginning a school land laboratory, 
start in a small way with limited enterprises
16. Advice should be available from the school board in all 
phases of the school land laboratory operations
Ramsburg (55:184 and 186) reported that the school land labora­
tory use was not exploitation of students. He stressed that the school 
land gave the students and the teacher an opportunity to demonstrate 
sound farming practices. The town boys had opportunities to learn 
some of the great wealth of knowledge stored in the soil and experienced 
real pleasure in practical agriculture.
Loreen (32:116) in his study found out that the school land 
laboratory provides facilities not only for the vocational agricultural 
students, but it also provides facilities for adult farmers in the 
community to learn new practices. The school land provides high school 
science teachers a realistic place for field trips for students to 
observe plants growth , soil formation, conservation, and identifica­
tion of insects. He indicated that the school land laboratory might 
supply some of the food for the school kitchen.
The importance of the school land laboratory was vividly illus­
trated by Ahalt (2:14-15). In a study of the Atlantic Region, he 
found that teachers having land laboratory did not list them as a 
disadvantage; whereas teachers not having a land laboratory listed
them as a disadvantage. However, both teachers who had land labora­
tories and those who did not have agreed that land laboratories were 
useful educational tools.
Tulloch (66:134) indicated an increased need for school land 
laboratory as an excellent means for students to learn by doing.
He indicated that resource people could be used to supplement the 
land laboratory program. Further, he indicated that student partici­
pation in planning leads to students' greater interest and that school 
land should provide many teaching situations, such as: safety, plant 
science, forestry, soil science, agricultural mechanics, wildlife and 
conservation, horticulture, recreation, management, landscaping and 
livestock.
The school land .laboratory does not operate without any problems, 
hence Tulloch indicated some of the problems xtfhich may lead to 
insufficient experience to students. They are:
1. Limited experience of teachers
2. Confined interest of the community
3. Lack of facilities, and
4. Lack of financing
In a study by Dunlap (16:43-52), he reported that sixty-six 
percent of the teachers out of the forty-two teachers who operated 
land laboratory indicated that school land laboratory was more impor­
tant than ever before. The survey indicated that it does not require 
large amounts of money to establish school land facilities for 
teaching. The greatest advantage was that it provided facilities for 
students to carry out individual projects. The greatest disadvantage
was the pressure it posed upon the teacher. However, the advantages 
outweighed the disadvantages of the land laboratory use.
The main advantages of the land laboratory in order of their
importance were as follows:
1. Provides facilities for students to maintain individual 
projects
2. Provides experiences students would not get elsewhere
3. Develop cooperativeness
4. Provides area for demonstration
5. Provides favorable publicity for vocational agriculture 
program
6. Provides area for experiments
The main disadvantages as rated by teachers in order of impor­
tance were:
1. Pressure on teacher to develop show places
2. Excessive financial risk
3. Too much class time required for farm
4. Some of the work performed by students was of doubtful
educational value
Based on the study, he developed a suggested guideline for
establishing a school land laboratory as follows:
1. Compile the following information and present it to the 
school administration:
(a) Purpose of the land laboratory
(b) Need of the land laboratory
(c) Type and size of facilities, equipment, and buildings 
needed
(d) Estimate of cost to establish a land laboratory
(e) A plan for developing the land laboratory during the 
next five years
2. Establish an advisory committee
3. Secure some land
4. Develop a blueprint of the farm showing all buildings, fences, 
water systems and other items
5. Start construction
6. Use vocational agriculture classes when such work is of an 
educational nature
Shami (57:57-77) in a study of school land laboratory use found 
that farm equipment was secured mostly on custom hiring and through 
FFA funds. In most of the schools, students worked on the land labora­
tory either on group projects or on both group and individual projects. 
Seven schools offered high school credit to the students for farm work. 
In 22 schools, the students were involved in decision making. Manual 
work was mostly done by the students. The most frequently mentioned 
difficulties of land laboratories were: (a) lack of finances for farm
operation, (b) securing student help, (c) shortage of irrigation water, 
and (d) too much demand on the teacher's time. However, about 90 per­
cent of the respondents expressed the view that their school land 
laboratory was very important. On the basis of the study, the author 
recommended that the school land laboratory should be an educational 
device for the entire school. Also, schools should have a written 
policy regarding the use of the school land laboratories. The policy 
should include the purposes, educational values, role of agriculture 
teacher, role of the student and the role of the school administrator.
Cavin (10:52-53) in a survey study of land laboratories found 
that the land and livestock laboratory did provide an excellent oppor­
tunity for participation by students who had little or no opportunity 
to gain practical experiences in agriculture. He indicated that if
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properly operated and managed, land laboratories could provide a basis 
for well planned supervised projects and activities which may not be 
easily arranged on individual farms and ranches. He found that the 
primary purpose and advantage of school land laboratories was that they 
do allow the teacher a considerable latitude in planning and supervising 
the activities which are deemed to be worthwhile. However, he suggested 
that teachers planning the development of land laboratories should 
first carefully consider their advantages and the disadvantages, and 
then determine what contribution they could make to their existing 
programs. Those teachers already utilizing such facilities, he added, 
should reevaluate the contributions being made to their program and 
determine ways and means whereby they may become more educational.
In a study of land laboratories by Berninger (5:5-6), he found 
that the twenty schools he studied took advantage of demonstrations 
and experiments. They listed livestock then crops in order of prefer­
ence. Laboratories were well equipped with adequate facilities avail­
able for the different enterprises. The major means of funding land
laboratories in order of importance were: school funds, fees, FFA, and
vocational agriculture funds.
On the importance of land laboratories, 89 percent of the teachers 
reported school lands as a necessity. The teachers felt the students 
should take part in major decisions regarding the management and 
operations of the school land.
Students were in general agreement that school land laboratories 
were valuable for providing agricultural and personal growth experi­
ences to them. Student interest in terms of enterprise ranked in
order were: (1) livestock, (2) crops, (3) forestry.
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The school land laboratory may not be everything to all pupils.
But in any case that it is used, it should be oriented to the needs 
and interests of the pupils. Walker (74:68) presented a situation 
where a school land laboratory was oriented to the needs and interests 
of the pupils. The result was that the students who hated school 
enjoyed the program because they were actively engaged. They went to 
school regularly and worked at their highest capacity because they 
understood the reasons they enrolled in the vocational agriculture 
department. In addition, they understood the reasons for performing 
each activity in the classroom and on the land laboratory.
Herren (25:222 & 225) made a close observation of the school beef 
farm they operated. He pointed out that many vocational agriculture 
departments use school lands in teaching production but often overlook 
the opportunity these lands provide for teaching careers. He empha­
sized that school lands should be used to provide a variety of job 
skills and good working habits under real conditions. This gives the 
pupil ample opportunities to develop different job skills that will 
help him achieve his career goals. He then demonstrated how a beef 
farm helped his students to obtain practice of job skills associated 
with many occupations of livestock industry other than farming. Some 
examples are:
Choice of livestock to raise, building of barns, feeding, 
grooming, weighing livestock, marketing, animal health, 
shows, slaughtering, packaging and others.
The recent emphasis on vocational education for the disadvantaged 
and the handicapped further stresses the need and the importance of
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the school land laboratory. Chicchetti (12:247) indicated that the 
school land could help such groups of people to develop "survival 
skills." Such skills are those needed for (1) productivity, (2) good 
work habits, (3) social responsibility to co-workers and (4) relia­
bility to employers. Ashley (3:144) stressed that the school land 
laboratories could be used as an effective training tool for the 
handicapped and the disadvantaged to return to farm or non-farm agri­
cultural jobs.
The change in purpose of vocational agriculture to benefit the 
non-farm boys and girls as well as the city boys and girls also makes 
the use of the land laboratory very essential in the urban areas.
Most students in the cities do not live on the farm. They do not plan 
to go back to the land. Chrein (11:149-150) indicated that the land 
laboratory in a city high school provided real production and manage­
ment experiences in poultry, fruits, and vegetable crops. He indicated 
that more than 90 percent of the graduates of the program continued 
their occupational education in the post secondary school. The alumni 
records indicated a substantial number presently employed in all the 
agricultural disciplines such as farming, veterinary medicine, 
teachers at the high school and college levels, cooperative extension 
agents, landscapers, foresters, and others. IClastein (30:275) indi­
cated that the primary purpose of the farm experience program for the 
city boys and girls was to provide a situation in which students had 
adequate resources to enable them to acquire the necessary practical 
skills, understandings, and attitudes to prepare them for (1) entrance 
to college and technical institutions of agriculture, (2) the vast
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related agricultural occupations, and (3) the possibility of a career in 
farming.
Nelson (42:108) pointed out that the high school agricultural 
programs should provide students with practical experience which is not 
confined to one area but in many occupational areas in agriculture. He 
further stressed that in planning for the teaching of vocational agri­
culture in the 70s and 80s, two groups of facilities should be 
p rovided.
1. Outdoor physical facilities such as arboretum, turf plots, 
crop plots, ponds, and wooded area for wildlife management
2. Indoor laboratory facilities such as animal laboratory 
instructional, where all activities relating to livestock 
production are carried on
Stump (60:66-69) indicated that practical work incorporated in 
the vocational agriculture program is education that can help pupils 
understand themselves, their actions, and the ecological system that 
surrounds them. He emphasized that activities carried out on the 
school land should be many and should reinforce classroom theory and 
practice.
One of the major problems facing the vocational agriculture 
teachers in the United States as well as in the developing countries 
is the criticism that students can better gain experience in the home 
farms than on the school land laboratories. The critics think that 
operating the school land is expensive and they are doubtful of the 
educational values. It is recognized that most of the time those who 
criticized the use of the land laboratory are the individuals who have
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little or no knowledge of vocational agriculture and the importance of 
the land laboratory. Turnbough (67:223) suggested that to develop the 
interest in the agricultural education program in a community, there is 
a need to reach the broader audience and make the public aware of the 
practical facts they do not understand about the program. Mellor 
(37:224) suggested some activities that could be used to inform the 
pu b l i c :
1. Greenhand initiation
2. Banquets and award programs
3. Advisory counsels
4. Chapter newsletter
5. Window displays
6. Open house and parent nights
7. Fair exhibits
8. Demonstration program for local farmers and local organiza­
tions
9. Provision of guided tours of the land laboratory facilities
Drawbough and Hall (15:143) referred to the school land labora­
tories of vocational agriculture as "show places of the school" 
which should be "a place for everything and everything in its place."
The opinion people have of the agricultural departments is based on 
their overall impression of the school land laboratory.
Puckett (54:10-11 & 13) observed that the school land laboratory, 
though it is a practical facility for teaching agricultural students, 
may have many pitfalls that could confront a teacher. To operate the 
school land successfully, he identified the following factors which 
could help a teacher:
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1. Establishment: Planning for establishment should involve the 
school administrators, other teachers, students, and resource 
persons in planning, surveying and analyzing
2. Cooperation: Cooperation with other departments, school 
board, advisory counsel, students and the community is the 
key to success
3. Activities: Activities on the land laboratory should be both 
educational and practical, not labor. Should teach skills 
and develop ideas. Should give the student a variety of 
experiences
4. Self-supporting: It takes money to operate the school land
facilities. Even if the financial support comes from the 
school board and/or other sources, funds should also come 
from sale of farm products
5. Cooperative farm management: In a department of more than one
teacher, the teachers of agriculture could serve cooperatively 
as farm managers
6. Time: School land operation often places extra burden upon
the teacher, hence the teacher should plan his time, wisely
7. Students' Interest: Motivation and incentive ideas should 
be used in this situation
Swanson and Tecker (61:210) found that the use of school land for 
teaching agriculture is gaining momentum in the United States, and 
other parts of the world. However, the study discovered that there 
are many agricultural students who lack practical experience because 
they do not live on farms and the school does not give them the needed 
experiences because there are no land laboratory facilities. On the 
other hand, they saw the school land laboratory as being the tool by 
which students can get "hands on" experiences in farming and non-farm 
agricultural occupations.
Doyoe (14:324) and Phipps (52:477) have listed some precautions 
for undertaking the operations of a school land laboratory. They are:
1. School land should be operated for educational purposes. 
Profits should be of minor importance.
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2. Pupils should not be exploited.
3. When necessary, hire a farm operator or custom operator to 
perform some non-educational labor.
4. A teacher should not have a financial interest in his 
school's laboratory operation.
5. Land laboratory operation should have the approval and 
support of the school administrator and board of education.
6. Even though the school land laboratory is used, other methods 
of giving experiences should be used whenever necessary.
7. Accurate records of the business aspect of the land laboratory 
should be kept.
8. The public should be educated on the educational value of land 
laboratory use.
9. The size and extent of operation should be developed gradually.
10. School land laboratory should be used and considered as only
one program in vocational agriculture.
11. Opportunity should be given to the community and pupils to 
share in policy formation regarding operation.
12. Financial obligations should be kept at a minimum.
13. Planning of school land projects should be flexible.
In his article, Bryant (8:257) concluded that a school land 
laboratory provides for effective application of classroom teaching and 
advocated the development of one whenever possible.
Summary
The United States is most advanced agriculturally because it has 
made a substantial investment in education and research during the past 
century. Formal and specialized vocational education in agriculture 
which begins at the secondary level has been a great impetus of 
encouraging a fair share of their educated young men to remain in 
farming and agricultural related occupations.
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The literature pointed to the importance of the school land 
laboratory in preparing the students for various agricultural occupa­
tions through learning by doing.
The literature revealed that agricultural education is gaining 
momentum in Nigeria and other developing countries. It is unfortunate 
to note that the agricultural education in the developing countries in 
general and in Nigeria in particular, is theoretically leading to 
external examination instead of training the students to acquire the 
skills and competencies needed for agricultural development. The review 
indicated the need for investment in vocational agricultural education 
at the secondary level in Nigeria. It indicated the importance of 
developing human resources in adequate quantity and quality to ensure 
progress in agricultural development.
A survey of the literature revealed that if the land laboratory 
is still important in the United States, which has been far ahead of 
Nigeria, then it should be one of the most important educational tools 
in the secondary schools in Nigeria. The youths in Nigerian secondary 
schools do have intellectual potentials that have not been fully devel­
oped. The importance of the school land laboratory use in the United 
States has shown that competencies needed in modern agriculture could 
be developed and utilized by students at the secondary level. If this 
is possible in the United States it could be possible anywhere, 
including Nigeria.
CHAPTER III
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
The data gathered in this study were organized to show the status 
of the school land laboratory in Nigeria and the operational procedures, 
usage, and educational importance of the school land laboratory in the 
United States. Specific objectives of this study were to:
1. Determine the present status of the school land laboratory as 
viewed by agricultural teachers
2. Identify the various facilities of the land laboratory
3. Determine the educational purposes of the school land labora­
tory
4. Determine the opinions and attitudes of teachers towards some 
aspects of the school land laboratory
5. Determine major problems faced by teachers in land laboratory 
operation and usage.
6. Determine competencies needed by agricultural teachers for 
the effective operation of the land laboratory
7. Formulate recommendations for improving the operation and use 
of the school land laboratory in Nigeria.
Data presented in this chapter were collected from Nigeria and 
the United States of America. Selected agricultural teachers with on­
going school land laboratory programs in Nigeria and the United States
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furnished the information.
Data presented in this chapter will serve as the bases for the 
conclusions and recommendations resulting from this study.
Nigeria Data
Operation of School Land Laboratory
The use of the school land laboratory is gaining momentum at the 
secondary school level in Nigeria. Previously, school farms and/or 
school gardens were emphasized only in the primary schools. This 
created an unfortunate situation. Once a child was enrolled in the 
secondary school, it was concluded that agriculture was for the less 
educated persons. In the early days of agricultural education at the 
secondary level, more theory was emphasized and there was little or 
no practical training in agriculture. In his study in the 1960s, when 
agricultural education was newly introduced to the high school curricu­
lum, Okoye (47:101) found that where agricultural education was offered 
in the high school, it was theoretically rather than practically 
oriented.
However, data collected in this study reveal that the use of 
school land laboratories has gained some popularity during the present 
decade, mostly in the last five years. This has resulted from the 
realization that agriculture is a part of the life of the nation from 
which the educated Nigerians should not dissociate.
The number of years schools have operated school land laboratories 
is presented in Table 1. The number of years range from 1 to 20 with 
an average of 5.5.
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TABLE 1
YEARS SCHOOLS HAVE OPERATED LAND LABORATORIES IN NIGERIA
Years of Land 
Laboratory Use
No Percent
1-5 15 57.8
6-10 9 34.6
11-15 1 3.8
16-20 1 3.8
Total 26 100.0
Twenty-six teachers representing 26 schools responded. Data indi­
cate that the majority of the schools, 57.8 percent, have used school 
land laboratories 1 to 5 years. Schools that operated land laboratory 
for over ten years made up only 7.6 percent.
From this information, it could be concluded that the use of the
school land laboratory as well as the teaching of agricultural 
science in the secondary schools is still in its infancy in Nigeria. 
Okorie (46:144) made a similar conclusion when he found that 60.9 
and 15.2 percent of the teachers he studied indicated years of 
teaching agricultural science in the range of 1 to 3 and 4-6 respec­
tively .
Purpose of Land Laboratory Use
The major purpose of operating a school land laboratory is to 
give the students the opportunities to learn by doing and acquire
certain knowledge and skills necessary for employment in agricultural
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occupations. Data in Table II indicate that Nigerian teachers differed 
in opinion as to using the school land laboratory to prepare students 
for farm and non-farm occupations. Some 61.5 percent of the teachers 
responded positively, while 38.5 percent responded negatively. When 
teachers were asked if their school land laboratories give students 
the practical knowledge and skills needed in modern agriculture, 77 
percent of the teachers responded positively. From the data, it could 
be concluded that the major purpose of the school land laboratory 
in Nigeria is to give students practical knowledge and skills of 
modern agriculture, rather than preparation for agricultural occupa­
tions .
This is indicative of the type of agricultural education in Nigeria, 
in that students are not interested in agricultural occupations upon 
graduation from high school. They take agricultural science for the 
purpose of passing external examination.
TABLE II
PURPOSE OF LAND LABORATORY USE IN NIGERIA
Purpose
Teacher
Per- 
Yes cent
Response
Per- 
No cent
No
Opinion .
P e r ­
cent
Total
Per- 
No cent
For preparing students 
for farm and nonfarm 
occupations 16 61.5 10 38.5 26 100
Give students practi­
cal knowledge and 
skills needed in 
modern agriculture 20 77.0 4 15.4 2 7.6 26 100
Data in Table III indicate that it is the West African Examination 
Council which sets the purpose, objectives and guidelines for the use 
of the school land laboratories. The purpose is to prepare students 
for the West African School Certificate Examination. This was evident 
as over 69 percent of the teachers responded positively that the West 
African Examination Council has a written policy statement which 
guides the teachers in the school land laboratory operation.
TABLE III
EXISTENCE OF POLICY STATEMENT THAT GUIDES TEACHERS ON LAND
LABORATORY USE
Sources Yes
P e r ­
cent No
P e r ­
cent
Not
Certain
P e r ­
cent
Total 
Per- 
No cent
Government 7 26.9 12 46.2 7 26.9 26 100
Ministry of 
Education 6 23.1 17 65.4 3 11.5 26 100
West African Examina­
tion Council 18 69.3 3 11.5 5 19.2 26 100
It is unfortunate to note that the ministry of education, which is 
the sole directing agent in teaching and learning, does not play an 
important role in developing policies and guidelines to help the 
teachers. Sixty-five percent of the teachers indicated that the 
ministry had no policy statement and over 11 percent indicated they 
were not certain if such policy existed. It is also interesting to 
note that the government which maintains the schools does not have a
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specific policy statement which guides teachers in the operation and 
use of the school land laboratory. This is indicated by 46.2 percent 
of the teachers. Also about 27 percent indicated that they were not 
certain if such policy exists.
The Importance of Agricultural Education in Nigeria
Agricultural education has not yet achieved an important place in 
the secondary school curriculum in Nigeria. Data presented in Table 
IV clearly supports the above statement. It is hoped that the recent 
emphasis on Operation Feed the Nation will change the poor attitude 
towards agricultural education.
TABLE IV
TEACHER RATING OF THE IMPORTANCE OF 
IN NIGERIA
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Teacher Rating No Percent
Very Important -- --
Important 9 34.6
Little Importance 11 42.3
Not Important 6 23.1
No Opinion _ _ --
Total 26 100.0
In the comments made by Nigerian agricultural teachers in A p p e n ­
dix F, it was indicated that: (1) agriculture was given a low status
as compared to other subjects in the secondary school curriculum; (2) 
principals did not recognize agriculture as an important segment of 
the curriculum, hence time tables were not made to favor practical 
agriculture; and (3) students looked down on agriculture because they 
were not motivated by the government. Data in Table IV supports that 
agricultural education has not yet achieved a significant place in the 
secondary school curriculum. About two-thirds of the teachers indi­
cated little or no importance attached to agricultural education.
Only one-third of the respondents indicated that agricultural educa­
tion was regarded important in the secondary school curriculum.
Importance of School Land Laboratories in Nigeria
Agricultural science teachers in Nigeria, like their counterparts 
in the United States, do believe in the importance of learning by 
doing.
In Nigeria, it is the school land laboratory that can give the 
students the knowledge and skills needed for modern agricultural 
occupations.
It is evident from data in Table V that teachers had high opin­
ions regarding the use of the school land laboratory for teaching 
agricultural sciences at the secondary school level. In spite of the 
poor support from the government in terms of equipment and supplies, 
teachers had a strong belief in the use of this important educational 
tool. Over 65 percent of the teachers rated land laboratory as very 
important, and over 34 percent expressed the opinion that the land 
laboratory was important in the secondary school agricultural programs.
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TEACHER RATING OF THE
TABLE V 
IMPORTANCE OF SCHOOL LAND LABORATORY
Teacher Rating No Percent
Very Important 17 65.4
Important 9 34.6
Little Importance -- --
Not Important -- --
No Opinion -- --
Total 26 100.0
Problems in School Land Laboratory Operation
The school land laboratory is an indispensable tool of learning 
which any secondary school in Nigeria should try to operate. There 
are several difficulties encountered in a school land operation in a 
developing country like Nigeria that differ from a developed country 
like the United States. This does not mean that teachers should not 
operate a school land laboratory. Neglecting the use of the school 
land laboratory is depriving students as well as the teachers of an 
opportunity for "learning by doing."
In this study, respondents were asked to list the major problems 
they encountered in land laboratory operation. The problems were 
listed according to their frequency and arranged in rank order as 
revealed in Table VI. Although it is well understood that each school 
faces its problems with a certain level of difficulty, teachers were
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TABLE VI
MAJOR PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED BY NIGERIAN TEACHERS 
IN SCHOOL LAND LABORATORY OPERATION
Problems
Num­
ber
Per­
cent Rank
Lack of equipment and supplies 26 100.0 1
Government support 25 96.2 2
Land area to operate 24 92.3 3
Specialist teachers 22 84.6 4
Financial support 22 84.6 4
Incentives to teachers 21 80.8 5
Agricultural science has a low status on 
the school curriculum 21 80.8 5
Arrangement of school time-table to suit 
practical work on land laboratory 21 80.8 5
Irrigation water 19 73.1 6
Cooperation and support from the principal 18 69.2 7
Improved species of livestock 15 57.7 8
Dependency on traditional tools 13 50.0 9
School calendar year unsuitable for 
operations without interruptions 12 46.2 10
Information on modern and improved practices 12 46.2 10
Disinterestedness for practical agriculture 
by students 10 38.5 11
Invasion of school farms by animals 8 30.8 12
Student regard practical agriculture as a 
sort of punishment 8 30.8 12
No incentives to agricultural science students 6 23.1 13
Cooperation from parents and public 5 19.4 14
Students like theoretical agriculture science 
better than practical 4 15.4 15
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not asked to rate the level of their problems. Hence the seriousness 
of a problem is indicated by the number of schools which reported it.
The problem of a lack of equipment and supplies was indicated by 
100 percent of the teachers who responded. Items teachers mentioned 
in this category were seeds, fertilizer, insecticides, farm machinery 
such as tractors and ploughs. Tools often acquired were traditional 
tools which the students regarded obsolete and incompatible with the 
objectives of modern agriculture. Fifty percent of the teachers indi­
cated the use of traditional tools as a major problem. Second on the 
list was the lack of government support which was indicated by 96.2 p e r ­
cent of the teachers. This shows a very undisputable support to the find­
ing made by Okorie (46:121) which indicated that 87.0 percent of the 
teachers expressed that the efforts of the government in support of a g r i ­
cultural education program in secondary schools were poor or very poor.
It is important to note that 38.5 percent of the teachers indica­
ted disinterestedness of practical work by students as a problem. The 
author is of the opinion that this percentage seemed too lox<r for 
secondary school students. Usually many students hate practical agri­
culture as most educated Nigerians dislike manual labor. It is the 
opinion of the author that students showed interest in practical work 
for the examination purpose, and secondly, practical work does not 
involve development of skills necessary for entry into agricultural 
occupations.
United States Data
Years of School Land Laboratory Operation
It is reported in Table VII that the number of years the land
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TABLE VII
YEARS SCHOOLS HAVE OPERATED LAND LABORATORY
Years No. of Schools Percent of School
1-5 25 38.5
6-10 14 21.5
11-15 7 10.8
16-20 6 9.2
21-25 8 12.3
26-30 3 4.6
31-48 2 3.1
Total 65 100.0
laboratory was in operation in all the schools was between 1 and 48. 
The average number of years was recorded as 12. In reference to the 
data in Table VII, 38.5 percent of the teachers reported the years of 
their school land laboratory operation as being between 1 and 5 years. 
The schools in this group were relatively new in land laboratory use. 
From these data, it could be concluded that school land laboratory use 
will continue to gain popularity due to the kind of students enrolled 
now and the objectives of vocational agricultural education which has 
extended more emphasis to non-farm students. Only 3.1 percent of the 
schools operated land laboratory for over thirty years. Twelve and 
three-tenths of the schools operated land laboratory between 21 and 
25 years.
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Student Enrollment
The population of vocational agriculture students in all the 
schools which reported their enrollment is presented in Table VIII. 
The number of students in the schools ranged from 30 to 540. The 
average number of students in vocational agriculture departments of 
the secondary schools surveyed was 136. The total number of students 
in all the schools was 8,820. Data indicate that 69.3 percent of the 
departments in schools studied had student populations between 30 and 
140. On the contrary, only 7.6 percent of the schools had student 
enrollment between 300 and 540.
TABLE VIII
TOTAL STUDENT ENROLLMENT IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT 
No. of Students No. of Schools Percent of Schools
30- 90 20 30.8
91-140 25 38.5
141-190 10 15.4
191-240 4 6.2
241-290 1 1.5
291-340 1 1.5
341-390 3 4.6
391-440 -- --
441-490 -- --
491-540 1 1.5
Total 65 100.0
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Data in Table IX show that the departments of vocational agricul­
ture are still dominated by males. Over 84 percent of the total stu­
dents in the department of agriculture were males. Ten schools 
indicated no females enrolling in agriculture. Even though the 
percentage of girls was low, it was encouraging because vocational 
agriculture was traditionally dominated by male students for many
y e a r s . In this study the ratio of boys to girls was 114 to 22.
TABLE IX
TOTAL ENROLLMENT BY SEX
Sex No. of Students Percent of Students
Male 7426 84.2
Female 1394 15.8
Total 8820 100.0
The number of students enrolled in the departments vary greatly 
between boys and girls. The number for boys ranged from 16 to 480 
while that of girls ranged from 0 to 110. Data on Table X  indicate 
that 72.3 percent of the departments had female students between 0 
and 25. There were 50.8 percent of the schools having a population 
of males in the vocational agriculture department of between 76 and 
125.
In the United States, students who enroll in vocational agricul­
ture must develop occupational objectives based on their interest and 
occupational outlook. The occupational objectives qualify them for
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TABLE X
ENROLLMENT BY SEX IN DEPARTMENTS OF AGRICULTURE
Number of Students 
in Departments
No. of Departments
Male Percent Female Percent
0-25 3 4.6 47 72.3
26-50 7 10.8 12 18.5
51-75 5 7.7 4 6.2
76-100 20 30.8 1 1.5
101-125 13 20.0 1 1.5
126-150 5 7.7 -- --
151-200 5 7.7 -- --
201-300 5 7.7 -- --
301-400 1 1.5 -- --
401-500 1 1.5 -  - ____
Total 65 100.0 65 100.0
entry into the three training options: (1) Farming or Production
Agriculture, (2) Off-Farm Agricultural Occupations, (3) Pre-College 
Preparation for Professional Careers in Agriculture. A glance at the 
data on Table XI indicate that 47.3 percent of the students were in 
productive agriculture. This shows that the training of prospective 
farmers is still a major objective of vocational agriculture. The 
training of students who desire to enter off-farm occupations is also 
important as the data indicate that 39.1 percent of the students had 
training objective in this area. The 13.6 percent listing
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NUMBER OF
TABLE XI 
STUDENTS IN AREA OF INTEREST
Option No. of Students Percent
Production Agriculture 4174 47.3
Nonfarm Agriculture 3450 39.1
Unspecified 1196 13.6
Total 8820 100.0
unspecified may be those students in pre-college option and those 
taking agriculture courses for avocation.
Data in Table XII indicate that 77.6 percent of the departments 
have one-teacher and two-teacher departments. The overall number of 
teachers was 129, with an average number of 68 students per teacher. 
This average was consistent with 70 students per teacher reported by 
Berninger (5:5) on his study of school land laboratories.
TABLE XII 
SIZE OF AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT
Size . No. of Schools Percent
One teacher 26 38.8
Two teachers 26 38.8
Three teachers 9 13.4
Four teachers 6 9.0
Total 67 100.0
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Personal Teacher Information
A  total of 69 teachers representing 69 schools were surveyed in 
this study. These teachers were qualified vocational agriculture 
teachers. In the United States a vocational agriculture teacher is 
expected to have a valid teacher's certificate before he can teach in 
a public school. Minimum qualification for a teacher is a bachelor's 
degree in agricultural education.
A large number of teachers, 53.7 percent, were those who had a 
Master's degree as indicated in Table XIII. Of the remaining, 31.4 
percent of the teachers had Bachelor of Arts or Sciences while 14.9 
percent were specialists or had 30 hours above the Master's degree.
TABLE XIII 
TEACHER QUALIFICATION
Highest Degree of Education No. of Teachers Percent
B .S „ or B.A . 21 31.40
M.S. or M . A . 36 53.7
+  30 hours or specialist 10 14. 9
Total 67 100.0
The number of years of t e a c h e r 1's teaching experience is rela-
tively well spread with an average of 28.8 years. However, data on 
Table XIV indicate that 23.9 percent of the teachers taught vocational 
agriculture between 1 and 5 years. The second largest group, 20.8 
percent, were the teachers who had taught between 16 and 20 years.
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TABLE XIV 
TEACHER EXPERIENCE
Years
Teaching vocational 
Agriculture
Using School Land 
Laboratory
Number Percent Number Percent
1-5 16 2 4 o0 25 37.3
6-10 7 10.4 16 23.9
11-15 8 12 o 0 9 13.4
16-20 14 20.8 7 10.4
21-25 9 13.4 6 9.0
26-30 7 10.4 3 4.5
31-35 2 3.0 -- --
36-40 2 3.0 -- --
41-45 1 1.5 -- --
46-50 1 1.5 1 1.5
Total 67 100.0 67 100o0
Over 61 percent of the teachers have used school land laboratory b e ­
tween 1 and 10 years, while 37.3 percent of the teachers have operated 
land laboratory between 11 and 30 years, and only 1.5 percent operated 
the land laboratory between 45 and 50 years. Figure I shows a graphic 
comparison of years of using land laboratory and years of teaching 
vocational agriculture.
Land Laboratory Operation and Usage
Earlier it was noticed that the school land laboratory is gain­
ing more popularity in the department of vocational agriculture. To
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make agricultural subjects more meaningful to students, there is a 
great need for practical experience that could help students learn by 
doing and thereby put theory into practice.
In this study, various sizes of school land laboratory were 
reported by the schools surveyed, ranging from 1 acre to 620 acres. 
Pasture and forestry took large areas of land. A total acreage of 
2517 was reported by 61 schools. This represented an average of 41.3 
acres of land for each school. Figure 2 is a graphic illustration of 
the number and percentage of schools within each size range of school 
land laboratory.
Data on Figure 2 illustrates that the school land laboratories 
studied were used mostly for educational purposes as 47.6 percent of 
the school land occupied from 1 to 10 acres. Only 13.1 percent of the 
schools had land of more than 50 acres. It seems that 1 to 20 acres 
of land is desirable for school land laboratory as 65.5 percent of the 
schools reported 1 to 20 acres. In a study by Agard 1977 (1:58)
67.7 percent of the teachers indicated that 1 to 4 acres of land were 
needed to meet instructional needs. This figure may be very appro­
priate in a developing country.
Schools surveyed used the school land in a variety of ways in 
order to give the students a wide "hands-on" experience in vocational 
agriculture. Most of the land areas were used for crops. Table XV 
illustrates types of crops and the number of schools which indicated 
having crop areas. The second popular land area use was for garden­
ing which 33.3 percent of the schools reported. Row crops were also 
reported by 30.4 percent of the schools. This is an average size of
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TABLE XV
CROPS AREA
Crops No. of Schools Percent
Acres
Average 
Total Size
Row crops 21 30.4 225 10.7
Pasture 14 20.2 590 42.1
Forestry 34 49.3 1395 41.0
Garden 23 33.3 38 1.7
Orchard 13 18.8 41 3.2
Field nursery 18 26.1 21. 1.2
Other 11 15.9 97 8.8
10.7 acres. When teachers were asked to indicate if these were used
for instructional purposes, all answered positively.
It is usually concluded that it is easier to raise crops than 
livestock on a school land. Data on Table XVI tend to support this 
idea. Only 24.6 percent of the schools raised cattle with an average 
of 14.6 head, while 17.4 percent of the schools raised swine with an 
average of 21 head.
Land laboratory facilities could be very helpful in providing a 
good opportunity for work experience both for farm and non-farm 
students under the supervision of a teacher. Various kinds of facili­
ties are provided in schools based on the need of the students and 
the need of the community. In this study some schools reported 
having more than one kind of facility. Kinds of occupations taught
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TABLE XVI
KINDS OF LIVESTOCK RAISED ON SCHOOL LAND
Livestock No. of Schools Percent
Total
Head
Average
Head
Beef Cattle 17 24.6 248 14.6
Dairy Cattle 1 1.5 2 2.0
Swine 12 17.4 252 21.0
Sheep 4 5.8 34 8.5
Poultry 1 1.5 200 200.0
dictate the kinds of facilities needed. Greenhouses seem to be very 
popular as 58 percent of the schools reported having them. It can be 
observed from data on Table XVII that greenhouses, cattle pens and 
storage barns were the top three facilities in popularity among the 
schoolso It is interesting to note that a poultry house was the least 
popular while no school reported having a milk parlor. It is also 
interesting to note that teachers indicated that all the facilities 
they had were used for educational purposes.
In order to operate a school land laboratory, a school must have 
land on which to operate. Buildings, equipment and supplies are also 
necessary for effective and meaningful land laboratory operation and 
use. In this study the schools seemed to be the sole owner of these 
things. The second important source was the F.F.A. Chapter which 
owned or leased from private owners. Tables XVIII (a, b, c) indi­
cate sources where the land, buildings, equipment and supplies were 
acquired. It should be noted that some schools acquired these things
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TABLE XVII 
LAND LABORATORY FACILITIES
Facilities No. of Schools Percent
Greenhouse 40 58.0
Cattle pen 14 20.3
Swine house 7 10.1
Poultry house 1 1.5
Milk parlor 0 0.0
Storage barn 11 15.9
Rodeo arena 2 3.0
Food processing house 4 5.7
Show barn 4 5.7
TABLE XVIIIa 
SOURCES OF LAND
School Owned No. of Schools Percent
School owned 52 75.4
School leased 7 10.1
Chapter owned 4 5.8
Chapter leased 9 13.0
Borrowed 4 5.8
Donated 1 1.4
TABLE XVIllb
SOURCES OF BUILDING
Source No. of Schools Percent
School owned 40 58.0
School leased — 0.0
Chapter owned 11 15.9
Chapter leased 2 2.9
Borrowed — 0.0
Donated 1 1.4
TABLE XVIIIc 
SOURCES OF EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLY
Source No. of Schools Percent
School owned 36 52.2
School leased — 0.0
Chapter owned 24 34.8
Chapter leased — 0.0
Borrowed 5 7.2
Donated 6 8.7
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through a cominbation of two or more sources. Data reveal that 75.4 
percent of the schools owned the land, 58.0 percent owned buildings, and
52.2 percent owned equipment and supplies. The data also support the 
idea that the school should own most of the land, buildings, equipment 
and supplies used for the operation of the land laboratory.
In addition, the school has to have some sources of funding various 
programs and enterprises on the land laboratory. There could be land, 
buildings and equipment, but of no use if there are no funds available 
to keep the land laboratory operating. In this study it was revealed 
that the departments used various sources for financing. Some schools 
received their funds from two or more sources. However, most schools 
were funded by the local school board. Data on Table XIX show that 
44.9 percent of the schools secured their funds from the local school 
board. Even though 30.4 percent of the schools indicated they were 
self supporting, they still had some funds from other sources. Produc­
tion loan was the least utilized source of funding by the schools.
The major purpose of having a school land laboratory is to help 
the student put to practice what he learned in theory and in the class­
room. Most of the activities implemented on the school land involves 
manual labor. The major source of labor reported by schools was 
student labor, followed by teacher labor. Data on Table XX indicate 
that 97.1 percent of schools utilized student labor for manual work on 
the land laboratories. Only 13.4 percent of the schools indicated they 
utilized hired labor and custom operators.
When teachers were asked if students have individually owned 
projects on the school land, 29 out of the 69 teachers responded 
positively. Teachers often have differences in opinion as to this
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TABLE XIX
SOURCES OF FUNDS FOR OPERATING THE LAND LABORATORY
Sources of Funds No. of Schools Percent
Self supporting 21 30.4
Local school board 31 44.9
Federal support 8 11.6
Students fees 11 15.9
State support 9 13.0
Production loans 1 1.4
TABLE XX 
SOURCES OF LABOR ON SCHOOL LAND
Source Number Percent
Hired labor 7 10.1
Custom operator 3 4.3
Student labor 67 97.1
Teacher 53 76.8
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question. Generally, most teachers are of the opinion that the school 
should provide students who do not live on farms an opportunity to have 
individual projects on the school land.
In this study, the types of individual projects varied among 
schools. Some schools provided for more than one type of project.
Table XXIa provides a distribution of types of projects students owned 
on the school land.
TABLE XXIa
TYPES OF INDIVIDUAL STUDENT PROJECTS ON THE SCHOOL LAND
Projects Number Percent
Beef cattle 7 10.1
Dairy cattle 2 2.9
Swine 9 13.0
Sheep 3 4.3
Poultry — 0.0
Garden crops 12 17.4
Row crops 2 2,9
Forestry — 0.0
Ornamental plants 11 15.9
The data on this table indicate that ornamental plants, garden 
crops, swine, arid beef cattle were popular projects owned by the 
students. No school provided for individual projects on poultry and 
forestry.
An average of 30.1 students owned projects in the 29 schools.
Data on Table XXIb indicate that 874 students or 9.8 percent of the 
total population owned projects on the school land. Of this number 
63 percent were non-farm students. The small number of students 
having individual projects on the school land in the United States may 
not be an indication of low value of school land laboratory placed by 
teachers or students. It should be recalled that vocational agricul­
tural students have other sources of gaining experiences, such as 
home projects, occupational experience programs in businesses, indus­
tries and farms.
Data in Table XXIc show that individual projects in most schools 
were financed by the student who had a project. A ranking order of the 
sources of financing shows that student funding was the first. The last 
was the vocational agriculture department. It should be noted that 
some schools used a combination of two or more sources to finance indi­
vidual student projects.
Hamlin (22:13) indicated that agricultural education was one of 
the newest subjects offered in the public schools. He estimated that 
it was included in only about half of the secondary schools of the 
country. He also suggested that about 5 percent of high school pupils 
of the country are enrolled each year in agriculture, that no more than 
10 percent are enrolled during their high school careers. It is 
believed that these figures have not changed a lot in recent years. To 
make vocational agriculture departments serve the welfare of the public 
is necessary. Hence, many departments do not confine their program to 
the small percentage of the students enrolled. They extend their
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TABLE XXIb 
OWNERSHIP OF PROJECTS
Owner Number
Percent of 
Number Who 
Owned Projects
Percent 
of Total 
Students
Farm students 323 37.0 3.6
Non-farm students 551 63.0 6.2
Total 874 100.0 9.8
TABLE XXIc
SOURCES OF FINANCING STUDENT PROJECTS
Sources No. of Schools Rank
Students 24 1
Parents 14 2
F.F.A. Chapter 7 3
Vo. Ag. Department 4 4
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programs to benefit others. In this study it was found that the agri­
culture departments had various groups or combinations of groups which 
made use of their land laboratories for educational purposes. Table 
XXII reflects the different audiences that used the school land labora­
tory .
TABLE XXII
OTHER AUDIENCES THAT MAKE USE OF THE SCHOOL LAND LABORATORY
Audience No. of Schools Percent
Adult farmers 26 37.7
Young farmer classes 17 24.6
Other high school classes 23 33.3
Elementary classes 14 20.3
None 18 26.1
Other 11 15.9
Data on Table XXII indicate that only 18 departments reported that 
no other groups or classes used their land laboratories. Adult farmers 
made the most use of the school land laboratory as 26 departments had 
indicated. Next on the list was other high school classes. The use 
of the land laboratory by groups is not only important to the users, 
it is important to the department. The public will be willing to 
support educational programs in which it believes beneficial to all 
than to those beneficial to only a few individuals. Also, its useful­
ness and importance could be increased if a variety of groups utilize 
its facilities for educational purposes.
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The operation of a school land laboratory for educational purposes 
places the greatest burden on the teacher. However, the teacher must 
be able to utilize the resource persons who could give him some special­
ized assistance.
Data on Table XXIII illustrate the groups or individuals who 
assisted the teachers in the various programs of the school land labora­
tory. The table indicates that 42 percent of the schools were assisted 
by local farmers and foresters respectively. It was interesting to find 
that teachers utilized the specialized knowledge of the local farmers.
The next resource persons in the order of importance were the extension 
agents. Over 39 percent of the schools utilized their specialized 
knowledge and skills. Other resource persons utilized by teachers were 
local dealers, indicated by 36.2 percent of the schools; university 
college of agriculture, 36.2 percent; and soil conservation service,
33.3 percent. Other vocational agriculture teachers and state depart­
ment of agriculture, indicated by 21.7 and 17.4 percent respectively, 
were least utilized by teachers. Most of the departments utilized 
more than one source of help in operating the school land laboratory.
One very important factor is having a strong policy undergirding 
programs on the school land laboratory. Many people are of the 
opinion that there should be a written policy statement regarding the 
operation of a school land laboratory. The writing of a policy should 
not be the work of the teacher, it should involve the citizens of the 
community because education in agriculture is at its best when it 
serves the interest of the public.
In this study, teachers were asked to indicate whether they have
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TABLE XXIII
GROUPS OR INDIVIDUALS THAT GIVE SPECIALIZED OR EXPERT ASSISTANCE
Sources of Assistance Number Percent Rank
Foresters 29 42.0 1
Local farmers 29 42.0 1
Extension agent 27 39.1 2
Local dealers 25 36.2 3
University College of Agriculture 25 36.2 3
Soil conservation service 23 33.3 4
Vo-ag teachers from other schools 15 21.7 5
State Department of Agriculture 12 17 .4 6
Other 5 7.5 7
a written policy statement. Data on Table XXIV indicate that only
33.3 percent of the teachers had a written policy statement which 
guides them on the operation of the school land. This shows that 66.7 
percent of the schools surveyed did not have organized written poli­
cies. This indicates that most of the teachers neglected a very 
important factor regarding land laboratory operation.
Involving citizens in developing a policy regarding the operation
of school land is a good indication that the school belongs to the
public. This study revealed that out of the 23 departments which
reported having a written policy, seven school policies were written
by teachers only. In five schools, policies were developed and written
by the advisory council. In the rest of the schools, a combination of
two or more persons or groups was used.
TABLE XXIVa 
A  WRITTEN POLICY STATEMENT AND OBJECTIVES 
TO GUIDE THE TEACHER
Teacher Response Number Percent
Yes 23 33.3
No 46 66.7
Total 69 100.0
PERSONS
TABLE XXIVb 
RESPONSIBLE FOR ESTABLISHING POLICIES 
AND OBJECTIVES
Persons Number Percent
Teacher 18 26.1
Superintendent 7 10.1
Advisory committee 8 11.6
Principal 9 13.0
Local school board 8 11.6
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Data on Table XXIVb present persons responsible for establishing 
policies and objectives which guide the teacher in the land laboratory 
operation. Some 26.1 percent of schools mentioned teachers of voca­
tional agriculture and 13.0 mentioned the principal as those involved 
in establishing policies and objectives. An advisory committee and the 
local school board were mentioned by 11.6 percent of the school 
respectively.
The aim of practical work on the school land laboratory is tc 
enable the pupil to acquire skill in practical application of his 
knowledge. One of the results of practical work is good production, 
that is— good crops and good animal production. Students like to see 
the results of their efforts and this is expressed through the utiliza­
tion of the products of their labor. The decision of the utilization 
of land laboratory products should not be made by the teacher alone. 
Students should be involved in such decision making if their interest 
is to be maintained. The utilization of the school land laboratory 
products is depicted in Table XXV.
Data reveal that most of the departments sold some of their land 
laboratory products and only 2.9 percent shared their products with 
owner of land. Although the school land laboratory is an educational 
facility, 87.0 percent of schools reported they sold some of their 
products which is an indication that the school land has to be able 
to support itself at least partially. Some 39.1 percent of the depart­
ments reported that some of their products were given away to students.
It is generally believed that satisfactory labor return is 
necessary for students to maintain an interest in land laboratory.
TABLE XXV
UTILIZATION OF LAND LABORATORY PRODUCTS
How Utilized Number Percent
Some sold 60 87.0
Some given away to students 27 39.1
Donated to school kitchen 6
00
Sold to school kitchen 2 2.9
Shared with owner of land 2 2.9
Interest tends to be highest when student efforts result in products 
recognized and desired by them to be meaningful. Hence having a fair 
share of the products of their labor might strengthen the students' 
desires and motivate their interests in working on the land laboratory 
Considering the above facts, it seemed the percentage of schools 
which gave away some of their products was low. But it has to be 
realized that students still benefit from the money the departments 
get from selling their products. Table XXVI presents the various 
ways schools used the profits they realized from their land laboratory 
Most of these profits have direct or indirect benefits to the stu­
dents .
Data on Table XXVI reveal that the majority of the departments,
79.7 percent, used their profits for FFA Chapter activities. Second 
on the list was supply purchases indicated by 62.3 percent of the 
schools. Land improvement came third on the list with 40.6 percent 
of the schools. The least popular item was donating the profit to
TABLE XXVI
UTILIZATION OF PROFITS
How Utilized Number Percent Rank
F.F.A. activities 55 79.7 1
Supply purchases 43 62.3 2
Land improvement 28 40.6 3
Building improvement 23 33.3 4
Classroom equipment and supplies 22 31.8 5
Expansion of the land laboratory 16 23.2 6
Livestock purchase 14 20.3 7
Improvement of student project 10 14.5 8
Donated to school 3 4.3 9
the entire school. It is also important to note that the majority of
the schools utilized their profits for more than one item. This was
very encouraging in that even if a school land laboratory has support
by the school board, it should be able to support itself through sale 
of farm products.
The school land laboratory, like any other business operation, 
could at times incur some losses. In this study, the respondents 
were asked to indicate who had or would pay for the losses if they 
did occur. From data in Table XXVIIa, it was reported by 39.1 percent 
of the schools that the F.F.A. Chapter was responsible. Some 20.3 
percent reported that the school was responsible for paying for the 
losses. Thirty and four-tenths percent of the schools did not respond
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TABLE XXVIIa 
SOURCES WHICH PAY FOR A  LOSS
Source Number Percent
Chapter 27 39.1
School 14 20„3
No response 21 30.4
Other 7 10.2
Total 69 100.0
to this question, hence it was assumed that they had no losses. H o w ­
ever, some schools which responded indicated that they have had no 
losses but the sources they reported would pay for the losses if they 
had occurred.
The data on Table XXVIIb indicate that natural factor was the 
major cause of losses. This was reported by 53.6 percent of the 
schools. Vandalism was reported by 27.3 percent of the schools. It 
was interesting to find that no school reported financial management 
as a major cause of loss. Most crops and products are subject to the 
hazards of drought and flood, hail and wind, cold and heat, insects, 
and disease. Some of these could be controlled through good manage­
ment, but some cannot be controlled. In order to protect school land 
laboratory from natural hazards, teachers need to investigate insur­
ance programs that are available.
The operation of a school land laboratory usually places an 
extra burden on the teachers of agriculture. The author thought that
TABLE XXVIlb 
MAJOR CAUSES OF LOSSES
Causes Number Percent
Natural factors 37 53.6
Vandalism 13 27.3
Labor 4 5.8
Financial management -- 0.0
Other 8 11.6
teachers would be well compensated for this extra burden. Unfortun­
ately only seven teachers out of the 69 respondents indicated they had 
some sort of compensation for managing the school land laboratory.
Data on Table XXVIII show the kinds of compensation received by some 
vocational agriculture teachers. It is indicated that 5.8 percent of 
the teachers received increased salary and that 4.3 percent received 
travel expenses. The information here seems to be misleading.
Teachers of vocational agriculture in the United States receive extra 
pay as they are employed for twelve months. This enables the teacher 
an opportunity to provide supervision for the school land laboratory 
and on-the-farm training for his students during the summer months. 
Other teachers are employed for nine months only.
The existence of an advisory committee was very encouraging.
Table XXIXa reveals that 88.4 percent of the teachers had an advisory 
committee. Only 11.6 percent did not have one. In Table XXIXb only 
55.1 percent of the teachers responded positively that their advisory
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TABLE XXVIIIa 
EXTRA COMPENSATION FOR TEACHERS
Teacher Response Number Percent
Yes 7 10.1
No 62 89.9
Total 69 100.0
TYPES
TABLE XXVIIIb 
OF EXTRA COMPENSATION FOR TEACHERS
Compensation Number Percent
Increased salary 4 5.8
Travel expenses 3 4.3
Living quarters 1 1.4
TABLE XXIXa 
EXISTENCE OF ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Teacher Response Number Percent
Yes 61 88.4
No 8 11.4
Total 69 100.0
100
IMPORTANCE OF ADVISORY
TABLE XXIXb 
COMMITTEE ON LAND LABORATORY OPERATION
Teacher Response Number Percent
Yes 38 55.1
No 31 44.9
Total 69 100.0
committee played some important role on the operation of the school 
land laboratory.
Consistent with the fact that most of the teachers did not see an 
important role played by the advisory committee in the land laboratory 
operation, Table XXX shows that only 49.3 percent of the teachers 
would recommend having a school land laboratory advisory committee, 
and 33.3 percent of the teachers indicated no opinion to this question. 
However, teachers expressed their opinion that there should be no 
single advisory committee for school land laboratory operation. They 
stressed that an advisory committee should be used for the total pro­
gram of vocational agriculture.
The information in Table XXXI is indicative of the belief that 
agriculture teachers in the United States have in the value and impor­
tance of the land laboratory, vis-a-vis, learning by doing. Despite 
its problems and the extra burden that school land laboratory opera­
tion presents to teachers, 98.6 teachers indicated that they would 
continue its use. Only 1.4 percent of the teachers indicated no 
opinion.
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TABLE XXX
RECOMMENDATION FOR HAVING A  SCHOOL LAND LABORATORY 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Teacher Response Number Percent
Yes 34 49.3
No 12 17.4
No opinion 23 33.3
Total 69 100.0
TABLE XXXI 
CONTINUATION OF LAND LABORATORY USE
Teacher Response Number Percent
Yes 68 98.6
No 0 0.0
No opinion 1 1.4
Total 69 100.0
Table XXXII indicates that 92.8 percent of the teachers responded 
positively in response to the question as to whether they would recom­
mend that other vocational agriculture departments establish a land 
laboratory.
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TABLE XXXII 
RECOMMEND ESTABLISHING LAND LABORATORY
Teacher Response Number Percent
Yes 64 92.8
No 0 0.0
No opinion 5 7.2
Total 69 100.0
Teacher Attitudes and Opinions
One of the ways to determine the educational importance of a 
school land laboratory is to examine the opinions and attitudes of its 
teachers. They could provide suggestions for strengthening the opera­
tion and usage of school land laboratories. Teachers were asked to 
express their opinions by rating each item in a common area of though': 
according to their degree of importance.
Teachers of agriculture must understand the major reasons for 
establishing a school land laboratory. The lack of understanding 
could lead to conflict of interest on the part of students and criti­
cisms of the department by the public. Realizing the major reasons 
could help teachers to plan the types of instructional activities so 
as to meet their objectives. Table XXXIII shows teachers' opinions 
on establishing a school land laboratory.
Data on Table XXXIII reveal the reasons for establishing a school 
land laboratory. The indication from the table was that 95.7 percent 
of agriculture teachers considered the need and interest of the
TABLE XXXIII
REASONS FOR ESTABLISHING LAND LABORATORY
Reasons Very Great Great
Little
Importance
No
Importance
No
Opinion Total
No. Percent No., Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No,. Percent
Need of the community 21 30.4 35 50.7 7 10.2 0 0.0 6 8.7 69 100.0
Need and interest of 
students 38 55.1 28 40.6 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 4.3 69 100.0
Need of the state and 
nation 9 13.1 25 36.2 14 20.3 4 5.8 17 24.6 69 100.0
Occupational opportuni­
ties of students 12 17.3 44 63.8 6 8.7 0 0.0 7 10.2 69 100.0
Satisfy the principal 1 1.5 11 16.0 20 28.9 26 37.7 11 15.9 69 100.0
Satisfy the conditions 
demanded by the board 
of education 0 0.0 17 24.6 21 30.4 18 26.0 13 19.0 69 100.0
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students of great or very great in importance. This seemed to be a 
prime factor for establishing a school land laboratory. The need of 
the community, indicated very great by 30.4 percent, and great by 50.7 
percent of the teachers was also important. Teachers also rated high 
the occupational opportunities of students as 81.1 percent gave their 
opinion as very great or great. Satisfying the principal was con­
sidered the least important as 66.6 percent of the teachers indicated 
little or no importance. Data also reveal that need of the state and 
the nation could be taken into consideration when establishing school 
land laboratory.
There are several practical approaches for which land laboratories 
could be used for instructional purposes. A n  inspection of the data 
on Table XXXIV reveal the ratings by teachers concerning the instruc­
tional use of the school land laboratories. It could be noted that 
the various instructional uses are important in the land laboratory 
programs. A  good percentage of the teachers gave their opinions of 
great or very great to all the items. However, classroom instruction 
followed by practical work, rated by 71 percent of the teachers as 
very great and 27.5 percent of the teachers as great, seemed to be the 
most important method. Individual projects indicated as great or very 
great by 81.2 percent of the teachers seemed to be second in impor­
tance. Experimentation had the highest divided opinion, 56.5 percent 
rated great or very great while 27.5 percent of the teachers rated 
little or no importance. This divided opinion about experimentation 
is indicative of cost in money and time for the local agricultural 
department.
Management is one of the major factors in production. The
TABLE XXXIV
INSTRUCTIONAL USES OF THE LAND LABORATORY
Instructional Use Very Great Great
Little
Importance
No
Importance
No
Opinion Total
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No,. Percent
Classroom instruction 
followed by practi­
cal work on Land lab. 49 71.0 19 27.5 1 1.5 0 0.0 0 0.0 69 100.0
Individual and group 
projects 20 29 o0 36 52.2 5 7.2 3 4.4 5 7.2 69 100.0
Demonstration plots 21 30.5 34 49.3 8 11.6 3 4.3 3 4.3 69 100.0
Job instructional 
training 13 18.8 37 53.6 8 11.6 3 4.4 8 11.6 69 100.0
Experimentation 9 13.0 30 43.5 15 21.7 4 5.8 11 16.0 69 100.0
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success or failure of the land laboratory, like any other business, 
is very dependent on the ability of the persons who make the important 
managerial and organizational decision. Table XXXV shows the various 
groups and individuals who made the most important management decisions 
concerning the operations and usage of the school land laboratory.
From the data, 94.2 percent of the teachers indicated that the 
agricultural teachers made most of the important decisions. About 93 
percent indicated that decisions were made by teacher and the students. 
This shows that the students, which are those mostly affected by the 
land laboratory, should not be left out from the decision making pro­
cess. It was evident from the data that 56.5 percent of the teachers 
gave the opinion that the local school board played a little or no 
important role in decision making. Data also indicate that teachers 
did not see the advisory committee as an important decision maker.
A  little over 39 percent indicate great or very great while 41 percent 
indicated little or no importance. This is indicative of the general 
opinion that an advisory committee's major purpose is to help the 
teacher in improving agricultural education programs in the community, 
not to make decisions for the teacher.
The data on Table XXXVI tend to assess the reactions by teachers 
to statements about the school land laboratory. Teachers were asked 
to express the level that they agreed to the statements listed. A 
glance through the table reveals that teachers had strong positive 
attitudes towards some statements and sharp negative attitudes toward 
others. As could be noted from the data, 97.1 percent of the teachers 
agreed to the statement that the school land laboratory provides an
TABLE XXXV
PERSONS MAKING MANAGERIAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL DECISIONS
W h o  Makes Decision Very Great Great
Little
Importance
No
Importance
No
Opinion Total
No. Percent No . Percent N o . Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
Teacher 38 55.1 27 39.1 0 0.0 1 1.5 4 5.8 69 100.0
Teacher and students 22 31.9 42 60.8 2 2.9 1 1.5 2 2.9 69 100.0
Principal and teacher 4 5.8 22 31.8 18 26.1 11 16.0 14 20.3 69 100.0
Advisory committee 8 11.6 19 27.5 19 27.5 10 14.4 13 19.0 69 100.0
Local School Board 1 1.5 12 17.4 16 23.2 23 33.3 17 24.6 69 100.0
TABLE XXXVI
REACTIONS B Y  AGRICULTURAL TEACHERS TO STATEMENTS ABOUT 
SCHOOL LAND LABORATORY
Strongly Strongly No
Statements Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Opinion Total
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
1. The proper place to
learn agricultural 
skills and knowledge 
is on the farm, not 
on the school land
lab 2 3.0 3 4.3 33 47.8 22 31.9 9 13.0 69 100.0
2. Land lab is more
important today
than ever before 32 46.4 30 43.5 0 0.0 0 0.0 7 10.1 69 100.0
3. Land lab provides
common agriculture 
skills with a 
degree of uniform­
ity 19 27.5 44 63.8 1 1.5 0 0.0 5 7.2 69 100.0
4. The vo-ag teacher is
the most important 
factor to the success
of the land lab 31 44.9 30 43.4 4 5.7 0 0.0 4 5.7 69 100.0
Continued
TABLE XXXVI--continued
Strongly Strongly No
Statements Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Opinion Total
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
5. So much capital
required for opera­
tion offsets the 
eucational benefits
6. Adequate equipment and
supplies are essential 
for successful opera­
tion
7. Profits should be of
major importance
8. Land lab results in
exploitation of 
students
9. Land lab provides
opportunity for 
students to become 
interested in 
farming and agricul­
ture related 
occupations
0 0.0 9 13.0
25 36.2 41 59.4
1 1.5 9 13.0
1 1.4 12 17.4
23 33.3 44 63.8
47 68.1 8 11.6
3 4.4 0 0.0
38 55.1 12 17.4
32 46.4 14 20.3
0 0.0 0 0.0
5 7.2 69 100.0
0 0.0 69 100.0
9 13.0 69 100.0
10 14.5 69 100.0
2 2.9 69 100.0
Continued
TABLE XXXVI--continued
Statements
Strongly
Agree Agree Disagree
Strongly
Disagree
No
Opinion Total
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
10. The school should 
provide students 
who do not live on 
farms with facili­
ties for supervised 
experience programs 
on the school land 
laboratory 16 23.2 25 36.2 12 17.4 2 3.0 14 20.2 69 100.0
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opportunity for students to become interested in agriculture. Over 95 
percent of the teachers agreed that adequate equipment and supplies 
were essential for a successful land laboratory operation.
This is indicative of the general belief that lack of adequate 
equipment and supplies could reduce teachers' effectiveness. It was 
encouraging to see that 89.9 percent of the teachers agreed that land 
laboratory is more important today than ever before, whereas 79.7 per­
cent disagreed that the proper place to learn agricultural skills and 
knowledge was on the farm not the school land laboratory. The v o c a ­
tional agriculture teacher was considered to be very important by 88.3 
percent of the teachers. Although much capital is needed for operation 
of the land laboratory, 79.7 percent of the teachers disagreed that the 
educational benefits could be upset by so much capital required. A 
majority of the teachers, 72.5 percent, did not agree that profits 
should be the major purpose of operating a school land laboratory.
To be able to operate the school land laboratory and use it 
effectively for educational purposes, there are several objectives 
which a teacher should develop. In order to determine which objec­
tives teachers regarded the most important, they were asked to rate 
the importance of each purpose.
When teachers were asked to rate the major purposes of using a 
school land laboratory, only one purpose, "Provides practical experi­
ences," had the highest percentage of teachers, 74.0 percent, who 
rated it to be very great in importance. The data on Table XXXVII 
present the teacher ratings of the pruposes of using a school land 
laboratory. It could be observed that there is a rather even
TABLE XXXVII 
PURPOSES OF USING SCHOOL LAND LABORATORY
Little No No
Purposes Very Great Great Importance Importance Opinion Total
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
Provides practical
experiences 51 74.0 16 23.2 1 1.4 0 0.0 1 1.4 69 100.0
Makes money for the
department 12 17.4 26 37.7 22 31.8 6 8.7 3 4.3 69 100.0
Develops cooperative­
ness among students 18 26.1 42 60.9 7 10.1 0 0.0 2 2.9 69 100.0
Provides supervised 
occupational activi­
ties for students 24 35.0 29 42.0 5 7.2 6 8.6 5 7.2 69 100.0
Provides for individual
differences 13 18.8 26 37.7 13 18.8 6 8.7 11 16.0 69 100.0
Provides part-time job
for students 2 2.9 11 16.0 19 27.5 27 39.1 10 14.5 69 100.0
Center of demonstration
for the community 7 10.1 31 45.0 19 27.5 4 5.8 8 11.6 69 100.0
A lab for other depart­
ments 2.9 13 18.8 24 34.8 19 27.5 11 16.0 69 100.0
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distribution of opinion in favor of the purposes, however, "Provision 
of part time job," and "A laboratory to serve other departments" 
received rather high negative opinions on the level of importance.
The school land laboratory is still considered important in providing 
supervised occupational activities for students, especially those who 
do not live on farms. As could be noted from the data, 84.2 percent 
of the teachers were of this opinion, whereas 8.6 percent of the 
teachers regarded it as of no importance.
The operation of a school land laboratory is not without some 
problems. There are various problems which agricultrual teachers 
might encounter in the operation of the school land laboratory. Table 
XXXVIII tends to portray such problems. It should be noted that each 
teacher faces each problem with a certain level of difficulty in his 
school. Problems which received over 25 percent of the teachers 
rating of very difficult and/or difficult should be considered impor­
tant problems to land laboratory operation.
From the data, several areas were considered by the teachers to 
be difficult or very difficult problems in the operation of a school 
land laboratory. The problem areas included equipment and supplies, 
43.3 percent; facilities, 41.8 percent; extra burden on the teacher, 
59.6 percent; finances, 46.3 percent; and vandalism, 29.8 percent.
It is important to note that most of the opinions centered on little 
difficulty. Data indicated that 86.5 percent of agricultural teachers 
considered cooperation by principals of little or no difficulty. It 
was interesting to find that such an understanding existed between 
agricultural teachers and the principals with regard to the operation
TABLE XXXVIII
PROBLEMS OF LAND LABORATORY OPERATION AND USE
Problems
Very
Difficult Difficult
Little
Difficulty
No
Difficulty
No
Opinion Total
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No., Percent
Cooperation from staff 
members 0 0.0 13 19.4 22 32.8 24 35.8 8 12.0 67 100.0
Cooperation from the 
principal 2 3.0 5 7.5 20 29.8 38 56.7 2 3.0 67 100.0
Students' interest and 
participation 1 1.5 11 16.4 33 49.3 19 28.4 3 4.4 67 100.0
Equipment and supplies 8 12.0 21 31.3 27 40 o 3 10 14.9 1 1.5 67 100.0
Facilities 7 10.5 21 31.3 27 40.3 9 13.4 3 4.5 67 100.0
Extra burden on the 
teacher 9 1.3.4 31 46.2 18 26.9 7 10.5 2 3.0 67 100.0
Finances 10 15.0 21 31.3 27 40.3 8 11.9 1 1.5 67 100.0
Vandalism 4 6.0 16 23.8 27 40.3 18 26.9 2 3.0 67 100.0
Disposal of products 0 0.0 5 7.4 28 41.8 30 44.8 4 6.0 67 100.0
Transportation 1 1.5 14 20.9 24 35.8 25 37.3 3 4.5 67 100.0
Continued
1
1
4
TABLE XXXVIII--continued
Problems
Very
Difficult Difficult
Little
Difficulty
No
Difficulty
No
Opinion Total
No. Percent No. Percent No . Percent No . Percent No. Percent No . Percent
Information on current 
practices 0 0.0 9 13.4 23 34.3 32 47.8 3 4.5 67 100.0
Public and parents 
expectations 0 0.0 2 3.0 24 35.8 36 53.7 5 7.3 67 100.0
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of the school land laboratory. It was also encouraging to find that 
89.5 percent of the teachers reported little or no difficulty with the 
public and parent's opinions with regard to the land laboratory opera­
tion. The opinion regarding students' interest and participation was 
encouraging. Some 77.7 percent of the respondents indicated this was 
of little or no difficulty. This was an indication that programs of 
the school land laboratory were designed to meet the students' inter­
ests and needs. Other areas which were indicated as posing little or 
no problems to the teachers were: cooperation from staff, 68.6 percent; 
information on current practices, 82.1 percent.
To be able to operate the school land laboratory and use it 
effectively for educational purposes, there are several competencies 
which a teacher should acquire. In order to determine which compe­
tencies teachers regarded the most important, they were asked to 
rate the level of importance of each competency.
Data on Table XXXIX shoxtf that all the competencies are important 
for a teacher to acquire. A closer look at the table provides infor­
mation to educators or curriculum planners as to which competencies 
are most important to provide teachers. In order to realistically 
report the results of this section of the study, items which over 
90 percent of the teachers rated important or very important were 
considered of greatest importance; items which over 80 percent 
of the teachers rated great or very great were of importance.
From the data, competencies considered of greatest importance by 
teachers were: supervision and leadership skills, 95.6 percent; 
resourcefulness, 94.2 percent; public and human relations, 92.8 per­
cent; ability to explore and use local resources, 92.8 percent;
TABLE XXXIX
COMPETENCIES NEEDED BY TEACHERS FOR EFFECTIVE OPERATION OF LAND LABORATORY
Little No No
Competencies Very Great Great Importance Importance Opinion Total
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
Financial management 
skills
Labor management skills
Supervision and leader­
ship skills
Public and human 
relations
Resourcefulness
Using resource persons
Knowledge of current 
research and practices
A desire to improve 
oneself
Involving students in 
planning and executing 
program on the land lab
15 21.7 46 66.7
16 23.2 44 63.8
23 33.3 43 62.3
22 31.9 42 60.9
19 27.5 46 66.7
12 17.4 44 63.8
18 26.1 45 65.2
24 34.8 37 53.6
25 36.2 39 56.5
6 8.7 0 0.0
5 7.2 0 0.0
3 4.4 0 0.0
5 7.2 0 0.0
2 2.9 0 0.0
8 11.6 1 1.4
3 4.3 0 0.0
4 5.8 0 0.0
1 1.5 0 0.0
2 2.9 69 100.0
4 5.8 69 100.0
0 0.0 69 100.0
0 0.0 69 100.0
2 2.9 69 100.0
4 5.8 69 100.0
3 4.4 69 100.0
4 5.8 69 100.0
4 5.8 69 100.0
Continued
TABLE XXXIX--continued
Little No No
Competencies Very Great Great_____ Importance Importance Opinion
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
Evaluation of instruc­
tional programs 11 16.0 49 71.0 5 7.2 1 1.5 3 4.3 69 100.0
Guidance and counselling
of students 14 20.3 45 65.2 6 8.7 0 0.0 4 5.8 69 100.0
Identifying the needs 
and interest of the
students 21 30„4 42 61.0 3 4.3 0 0.0 3 4.3 69 100.0
Good practical agricul­
ture background 16 23.2 38 55.1 14 20.3 0 0.0 1 1.4 69 100.0
Ability to explore 
local resources and
use them in teaching 14 20.3 50 72.5 2 2.9 0 0.0 3 4.3 69 100.0
Identifying the agri­
culture problems of 
the community, state
and nation 12 17.4 49 71.0 6 8.7 1 1.5 1 1.4 69 100.0
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involving students in planning and executing programs, 92.7 percent; and 
identifying the needs and interest of the students, 91.4 percent.
A further analysis of the data indicates that other competencies 
were regarded important as between 80 and 90 percent of the teachers 
rated each item great or very great. It was surprising to note that 
good practical agricultural background was rated by only 78.3 percent 
of the teachers as great or very great while 20.3 percent rated of 
little importance. This divided opinion should not rule out the 
importance of a good background in agriculture. It may indicate that 
farm background is necessary but not essential. A teacher can improve 
himself through participation in in-service training, workshops, and 
meetings to learn more about operating a land laboratory. Other ways 
to improve professionally are using library of books, bulletins and 
magazines, and visits to other schools to observe land laboratory 
programs.
CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The primary purpose of this study was to identify the various 
dimensions, concepts and factors which influence the use of the school 
land laboratory. This was done in order to give guidelines for making 
recommendations for improving the school land laboratory use for 
agricultural education in Nigeria.
The descriptive survey method of research was used. The mail 
questionnaire technique was utilized to gather information from 
selected agricultural teachers with on-going school land laboratories. 
Data were collected from 95 teachers. Of this number, 26 were a g r i ­
cultural teachers from Nigeria and 69 were agricultural teachers from 
the Southern United States.
Procedures used for presenting and analyzing data were frequency 
and percentage distributions, averages and graphs. The questionnaire 
was developed by the writer following a review of material pertinent 
to this study, a survey of other data collecting devices, personal 
experience of the writer, and suggestions given by the graduate 
committee and a jury of experts.
Summary of findings are as follows:
Nigeria Data
Major findings of the status of the school land laboratory in
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Nigeria from 26 teachers of agriculture are summarized as follows:
1. The use of the school land laboratory at the secondary 
school in Nigeria has begun to gain popularity in recent years. Over 
57 percent of the teachers reported that the number of years they 
have operated the school land laboratory was between one and five.
2. A  large majority of the teachers, 77.0 percent, indicated 
that the major purpose of a school land laboratory was to give 
students practical knowledge and skills needed in modern agriculture.
3. Teachers differed on the vocational part of school land 
laboratory use. Some 61.5 percent indicated positively while 38.5 
percent indicated negatively about using the school land laboratory 
for preparing students for farm and nonfarm occupations.
4. The policy of the West African Examinations Council has the 
most influence on the operation and use of the school land laboratory. 
Teacher response indicated that the ministry of education and the 
government had little or no influence on the school land laboratory 
u s e .
5. The majority of teachers, 65.4 percent, indicated that the 
whole program of agricultural education was regarded of little or no 
importance.
6. One hundred percent of the teachers were of the opinion that 
the school land laboratory was important or very important in the 
secondary school agricultural programs.
7. Major problems as viewed by the teachers were equipment and 
supplies, government support, land area, specialist teachers, finan­
cial support, incentives to teachers and students, arrangement on the 
school time table, low status attached to agricultural education,
irrigation water, and cooperation from the school principal.
United States Data
1. Years schools have operated land laboratory ranged from 
1 to 48 with an average of 12.
2. The average student population in the department of agri­
culture was 136. Over 69.3 percent of the departments had student 
population between 30 and 140. Student-teacher ratio was 68 to 1. 
There were less girls than boys studying agriculture. Ten schools 
had no girls in the agriculture department. The training of pros­
pective farmers is still the major objective of vocational agricul­
ture. This was indicated by 47.3 percent of the students being in 
productive agriculture.
3. All the teachers had at least a bachelor's degree. A  large 
number of teachers, 53.7 percent, had a master's degree.
4. The average years of teacher's teaching experience was 28.8. 
Over 61 percent of the teachers used school land laboratory between 
one and ten years.
5. The average size of the school land laboratory was 41.3 
acres; however, most of the schools, 47.6 percent, reported size of 
their land laboratories between one and ten acres.
6. Many facilities available for instructional purposes were 
reported. They included acres of farm and timber land with necessary 
buildings for the care and study of crops, livestock, and poultry. 
Land areas were used mostly for forestry, garden crops, row crops and 
field nurseries. Livestock mostly used for instructions were cattle 
and swine. Greenhouse was reported by 58.0 percent of the teachers. 
This was the most popular facility.
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7. To operate a school land laboratory, land has to be acquired, 
some buildings may be needed, and supplies and equipment must be 
there. There are various sources from which a school could acquire 
these things. More than 75.4 percent of the schools owned the land on 
which they operated, 58.0 percent owned buildings and 52.2 percent 
owned equipment and supplies.
8. Financing the school land laboratory is a serious problem. 
Schools utilized various sources to finance their land laboratory 
programs. The major sources were local school board, sales from the 
land laboratory products, student fees, State and Federal supports.
9. On the school land laboratory, students as well as teachers 
learned by doing. Over 97.1 percent of the teachers indicated that 
manual work on the farm was done by the students. Teacher labor 
indicated by 76.8 percent of the schools was also important.
10. Teachers differed in opinion as to the ownership of individual
students projects on the school land. Only 29 out of 69 schools
reported that students owned projects on the school land. Popular 
projects owned by students were garden crops, ornamental plants, swine
and beef cattle. Students and parents were major sources of financing
individually owned projects.
11. Agricultural teachers know the importance of allowing other 
audiences to benefit from the school land laboratory. Over 37 percent 
of the teachers indicated that adult farmers used their school land 
laboratories for educational purposes. The second largest group 
indicated was other high school classes.
12. Some 87.0 percent of the teachers indicated that they sold 
some of their school products. Over 39.0 percent indicated that some
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of the products were given away to students. Profits made from the 
sale of products were utilized mostly for F„F.A< activities, supply 
purchases, land improvement, building improvements and classroom 
equipment and supplies.
13. Only 33.3 percent of the teachers had a written policy state­
ment and objectives which guided them on the land laboratory operation. 
Agricultural teachers were those most responsible for establishing such 
policies and objectives.
14. Teachers used resource persons to give them specialized or 
expert assistance. The resource persons in order of importance were: 
local farmers, foresters, extension agents, local dealers and univer­
sity college of agriculture.
15. Natural factor, reported by 53.6 percent of the teachers, and 
vandalism, reported by 27.3 percent of the teachers, were the two major 
causes of losses from laboratory operations.
16. As little as 5.8 percent of the teachers enjoyed extra compen­
sation for the operation of the land laboratory other than their twelve 
months employment.
17. A  good majority of the teachers, 98.6 percent, indicated 
their willingness to continue their school land laboratory.
18. A positive attitude was shown towards recommending the use of 
a school land laboratory by 92.8 percent of the teachers.
19. With regard to the major reasons on which instructional pro­
grams on the school land were based, 95.7 percent of the teachers 
indicated that student interest and needs were important or very impor­
tant. To satisfy the principal was the least important reason.
20. Although other persons were involved on the decision making,
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agricultural teachers and the students seemed to make the most impor­
tant organizational and managerial decisions about the school land 
operation.
21. Teachers were generally of the opinion that the school land 
laboratory was more important today than in the past. A  majority of 
the teachers, 79.7 percent, disagreed with the statement that the 
proper place to learn agricultural skills and knowledge was on the 
farm, not on the school land laboratory. Teachers did not agree that 
school land led to exploitation of students, rather, they saw it as 
helping the students to develop more interest in agriculture.
22. There was a rather even distribution as to the major purposes 
of a school land laboratory. However, providing practical experiences 
to the students was rated the highest in importance. Some 74.0 per­
cent of the teachers rated it of great importance.
23. The most difficult problems faced by over one-third of the 
teachers were: equipment and supplies, facilities, finances and v a nda­
lism. Extra burden on the teacher was indicated by 59.6 percent of 
the teachers. But this did not affect the teachers' opinions on the 
importance of the school land laboratory use. A  majority of the 
teachers did not have problems with the principal nor the public and 
parents.
24. Teachers opinions indicated that all fifteen competencies 
listed were of rather equal importance for the teacher to acquire for 
effective operation and use of the school land laboratory. However, 
supervision and leadership skills, resourcefulness, public and human 
relations, using local resources, and involving students in planning 
and executing programs were rated important or most important by over
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90.0 percent of the teachers. Teachers had a divided opinion as to a 
good practical agricultural background as 78.3 percent rated impor­
tance as great or very great while 20.8 percent indicated little or 
no importance.
Conclusions
1. The use of school land laboratories at the secondary level in 
Nigeria is now beginning to gain popularity and promises much for the 
f uture.
2. There is a need for using the school land laboratories in
teaching students to acquire knowledge and skills needed for entry
into farming or non-farm agricultural occupations.
3. There is a need for training more agricultural teachers in 
the schools of agriculture and at the university levels in Nigeria.
Such training must emphasize the acquisition of the competencies needed 
for effective operation of the school land laboratory.
4. Major problems encountered by Nigerian teachers in land 
laboratory programs vary widely. In general the following were prob­
lems faced by a majority of the schools:
(a) Lack of equipment and supplies
(b) Lack of financing by the government
(c) Lack of policy statement and objectives which guide the
teachers in the operation of a school land laboratory
(d) Shortage of teachers
(e) Lack of land area and facilities
(f) Lack of incentives for teachers as well as for students
5. There is a need for the Federal and State governments of 
Nigeria to cooperatively invest in a kind of agricultural education
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which will use the school land laboratories to develop manpower needed 
in modern agriculture.
6. Other members of the school and the community benefit from 
the school land laboratory programs by using the facilities for educa­
tional purp o s e s „
7. There is a need for the agricultural teacher to seek the 
cooperation of the principal, staff members, resource persons, and 
the citizens of the community in developing and operating a school 
land laboratory.
8. The choice of instructional programs was based mainly on the 
needs and interests of the students. And the most popular method used 
was classroom instruction followed by practical work on the land 
laboratory.
9. Agricultural teachers appeared to have favorable opinions 
regarding school land laboratory use in teaching vocational agriculture.
10. A  school land laboratory creates an opportunity for the 
teacher and the students to learn and develop skills through practical 
experience.
11. The dignity of w o r k  can be stressed through good agricultural 
practices developed in a secondary school land laboratory.
Recommendations
Recommendations for the improvement of the school land laboratory 
use in Nigeria are based on a careful review of related literature, 
the researcher's experiences and the analysis of the data collected 
from the agricultural teachers in Nigeria and the United States. 
Following are the suggested recommendations:
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1. The program now referred to as "School farm" should be 
referred to as school land laboratory. This is a more descriptive 
name since it includes more than a farm land area. Changing the 
name could have a catalytic effect in causing the teachers and the 
students to have more positive attitudes towards practical agricul­
ture .
2. A  task force composed of teachers of agriculture, teacher 
educators, ministry of agriculture and educators from each state 
should be organized to formulate definite plans, policies, and objec­
tives for the school land laboratory use for teaching agricultural 
education in Nigeria. These should include ways of solving the various 
problems facing the land laboratory operations.
3. Funding by the Federal and State governments should go through 
the ministry of education. Funding should be based on the number of 
students, size of school land laboratory and kinds of enterprises pro­
vided. Other sources should be utilized for financial support.
4. The school land laboratory should be planned to provide 
students with practical experience and skill development in a wide 
range of agricultural operations, such as crops, livestock and poultry 
production, horticulture, and forestry. School land should be operated 
so that the students can see the economic benefits of agriculture.
This commercial aspect of the school land should not conflict with 
teaching needs and objectives, but rather should compliment each other 
in order to develop managerial skills in students.
5. The school land laboratory should be made a center of learning 
for the local farmers. Demonstrations of improved practices, new 
variety of crops, livestock, and poultry should be provided for the
public. Students should be made to work with the local farmers in 
order to involve in real problems of a Nigerian farmer. This would 
help the students to extend their learning beyond the school land and 
also learn from the farmers.
6. Any school which has more than a hundred students in the 
department of agriculture should have two agricultural teachers in 
order to do effective work. For this reason, more teachers should be 
trained in the universities and colleges of agriculture. Training
given to teachers should be such that would develop their competencies
in school land laboratory operation and in teaching agricultural e d u ­
cation. Provisions should be made for in-service training for the 
improvement of teachers' skills for incoprorating other agricultural 
education programs with the school land laboratory.
7. In planning instructional programs on the school land labora­
tory, factors which should determine the structure and content of the 
training program are:
(a) The needs and interests of the students
(b) The needs and agricultural problems of the community in
particular, and that of the state in general
(c) Resources available
(d) Occupational plans and opportunities of students
8. Training in agricultural education should be vocational. The 
school land laboratory should be manpower development tool. Therefore 
the students should work on the land laboratory in order to develop 
the knowledge and skills needed to enter farming, and non-farm agricul 
tural occupations. It should also give practical education for those 
students planning to enter school or college of agriculture. The
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teacher should prepare a written list of skills and learning activities 
to engage the students on the school land. Students should be involved 
to a considerable extent in making decisions regarding the land labora­
tory operations and the skills they are to acquire.
9. Major emphasis at Forms 1 to 3 should be general but basic 
program of work. In Forms 4 and 5 the school land should be used for 
more specialized training to develop specific skills in farming and 
agricultural occupations.
10. Provisions should be made for equiping the school land labor­
atories. The school should have sufficient land for farming and farm 
related occupations. Modern farm machinery, tools and equipment based 
on kinds of occupations taught should be provided. Facilities such as 
greenhouses, poultry and livestock houses, demonstration plots and 
food processing house should be provided for instructional purposes.
11. Provisions should be made for students to benefit from other 
experience programs such as placement on agricultural related businesses, 
government farms, large and small local farm. This would help them
to apply the skills they have learned from the school land laboratories. 
Individual as well as group projects on the school land and at home 
should be encouraged.
12. Based upon this study and the writer's experience, additional 
research should be conducted in order to:
(a) Determine farming and non-farm agricultural occupations 
available for high school graduates in Nigeria
(b) Determine the professional and technical competencies 
needed in teaching vocational agriculture and in
operating the school land laboratory by prospective 
agriculture teachers in Nigeria.
Determine the impact of the school land laboratory on 
agricultural education in Nigeria.
Determine the impact of the West African Examinations 
Council's policy on the school land laboratories use.
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APPENDIX A
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSIT? 
and Agricultural & Mechanical College 
College of Agriculture 
Baton Rouge, LA 70803
July 10, 1978
FROM: Sunday Udo
Graduate Assistant
Vocational Agricultural Education Department 
TO: State Supervisors of Vocational Agriculture
Secondary Schools in the United States have been very successful in 
the preparation of students for farm and non-farm agricultural occupa­
tions. This has been possible, in part, through the practical education 
given to students through the use of the school land laboratories and 
supervised farming experiences in home farms and agribusinesses.
To help improve agricultural education program in a developing 
nation, a study is being conducted on "Land Laboratory Use in Teaching 
Vocational Agriculture in the Southern United States with Implications 
for Agricultural Education in Nigeria." For the purpose of this study, 
land laboratory refers to all the facilities (in-door and out-door) 
beyond the classroom and the farm mechanic shop, used in teaching 
Vocational Agriculture. Examples are: green houses, forest areas,
gardens, field plots, fish ponds, poultry houses, etc.
As a state official, you can be of assistance by providing 20 names 
of schools and addresses in your state with ongoing land laboratory 
plots so that I may contact some of the teachers to collect information 
on operational procedures and the extent to which they use the school 
land laboratories in teaching-learning process.
Enclosed is a form for recording the names and addresses of indi­
vidual schools from your state. Your assistance in supplying me with 
this information is necessary to make the study. Please complete the 
attached form and return in the enclosed stamped and self-addressed 
envelope by July 24, 1978.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sunday Udo 
Graduate Assistant
Dr. J. C. Atherton, Professor
Director of Research
Vocational Agricultural Edu. Dept.
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NAMES OF TWENTY HIGH SCHOOLS WITH ONGOING SCHOOL LAND LABORATORIES 
(SCHOOL FARMS) FOR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Name of State
Name of VaAg Teacher School Address Phone Number
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APPENDIX B
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY 
and Agricultural & Mechanical College 
College of Agriculture 
Baton Rouge, LA 70803
September 25, 1978
FROM: Sunday U. Udo
Department of Agricultural Education 
Louisiana State University 
Baton Rouge, LA 70803 
U.S.A.
TO: Agricultural Science Teachers
Nigeria
Dear Fellow Teachers:
I am conducting a research study on "School Farm Use in Teaching 
Agricultural Education in the United States with Implications for 
Agricultural Education in Nigeria." The purpose of this study is to 
determine operational procedures, importance, competencies, and the 
objectives of school farm use in the United States. The results will 
be used to formulate some recommendations for improving the use of 
school farms in the agricultural education programs in secondary 
schools in Nigeria.
Secondary schools in the United States have been very successful in 
the preparation of students for farm and non-farm agricultural occu­
pations. This has been possible, in part, because practical education 
has been given to students on the school farms. Other means are 
supervised farming experiences on the home farms, and placement in 
farm related businesses.
To make this study meaningful to the Nigerian situation, I need your 
assistance in providing useful information related to school farm use 
in teaching agricultural education in Nigeria. All information will 
be kept strictly confidential. It would be greatly appreciated if 
you could take a few minutes of your time to answer the attached 
questionnaire and send it back to the person who sent it to you in 
Nigeria to direct it to me in the U.S.A.
Thank you for the cooperation.
Sincerely,
Sunday U . Udo
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APPENDIX C
INFORMATION RELATED TO SCHOOL FARM USE IN TEACHING 
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION IN NIGERIA
Please answer the following questions by placing a check (y/) mark to 
give the right answer. Questions requiring brief statements may be 
written with pen or pencil.
1. Name of t e a c h e r ____________________________________________________
2 0 Name and address of School
_________________________________________S tate_________________________________
3. When did the school start using a school farm for teaching agri­
cultural education? 19________
4. Do you use the school farm for preparing students for farm and/or 
non-farm agricultural occupations? Yes  No______
If no, what is the major purpose of having a school farm?
5. Does the use of school farm in teaching give students the practi­
cal knowledge and skills needed in modern agriculture?
Yes No Not Certain
6. Does the government have a written policy statement that guides 
teachers on the operation of the school farm for education
purposes? Yes_________ No_______  Not Sure ________ .
If Yes (summarize)________________________________________________________
7. Does the ministry of education have a policy statement that guides
teachers on using the school farm in teaching? Yes_______  No_______
Not Certain________  If Yes (summarize)___________________________________
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8. Does the West African Examination Council have a written policy 
statement that guides the teachers in using school farm in
teaching agricultural education? Yes_______  No________
Not Certain ________. If Yes (summarize)_____________________________
9. How is agricultural education regarded in the secondary school
curriculum? Very important_______  Important________  Little
Importance________  Not Important__________ No Opinion_______
10. How do you rate the level of importance in using school farms in
teaching agriculture in Nigeria? Very Important_______  Important
_______  Little Importance_______  Not Important________ No Opinion___
11. What are the major problems you face in operating the school farm? 
Please list. (eg. seeds, equipment, government support, etc.)
12. What are your suggestions to improve the use of school farms in 
teaching agricultural education in Nigeria?_________________________
13. Any additional information about using school farms in teaching 
agricultural education in Nigeria will be greatly appreciated.
Thank you for your cooperation.
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APPENDIX D
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY 
and Agricultural & Mechanical College 
College of Agriculture 
Baton Rouge, LA 70803
October 25, 1978
From: Mr. Sunday Udo & Dr. James C. Atherton
To: Selected Vocational Agriculture Teachers
Southern United States
Your assistance is requested in completing the enclosed question­
naire concerning the use of land laboratories (school farms) in 
teaching vocational agriculture in public high schools. For the 
purpose of this study, land laboratory refers to those indoors and 
outdoors facilities (beyond the classroom and agricultural mechanics 
shop), used for teaching agricultural knowledge and skills. Examples 
are: gardens, greenhouses, forest areas, livestock houses, etc.
We need this information in order to compare the operational pro­
cedures and roles of the land laboratories in the Southern United 
States. A few states have recently conducted studies of land labora­
tory use in their individual states. However, no intensive study to 
compare land lab use among states has been conducted. It is hoped 
that this study will be beneficial to teachers of agriculture in the 
public schools and colleges in the United States and in other coun­
tries who want to improve the use of the school land laboratories as 
effective educational tools.
Your cooperation in furnishing the requested information is very 
important to the success of this study. Your responses will be 
grouped with the others for analysis and only grouped data will be 
reported. All individual responses will be kept strictly confidential.
A self-addressed, stamped envelope is enclosed for returning the 
completed questionnaire. We will appreciate it if you will take a 
few minutes of your time to complete the questionnaire and return it 
prior to November 10, 1978. Thank you for your cooperation, assis­
tance, and interest.
Sincerely,
Sunday Udo, Graduate Assistant
Agricultural Education
Dr. James C. Atherton, Professor
Agricultural Education
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LAND LABORATORY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE TEACHERS 
IN THE SOUTHERN UNITED STATES
Please answer the following questions by placing a check (V) mark to give
the answer. Questions requiring brief statements may be written with pen or pencil.
1. Name of school _____________________________________________ State______________
2. Years school have operated land laboratory __________________________________
3. Number of vo-ag students this year: Total ________Boys_________Girls________
a. Number in Production Agriculture:________________
b. Number in Agriculture related occupations:______
4. Number of teachers in the department ___________________
5. Personal, teacher information:
a. Highest degree of education 
( ) B.S. or B.A.
( ) M.S. or M.A.
( ) +30 hours or specialist
b. Years of teaching vocational agriculture________
c. Years you use land laboratory in teaching ______
6. How large is the land laboratory area? Total acreage
a. Crops (please check those which apply)
Land area size 
(acres, sq. ft. etc.)
( ) Row crops.................................................
( ) Pasture.......................... .........................
( ) Forestry.........................  ,_______
( ) Garden............................ .........................
( ) Orchard.......................... .........................
( ) Field nursery................... .........................
( ) Other............................ .........................
b. Livestock No. of Head Yes No
Beef cattle..................... .........................  ...........  .......
Dairy cattle.................... ...............................................
Swine............................ ...............................................
Sheep............................ ......................... ......................
Poultry................................................... ......................
Others............................ .................... ..........................
c. Other facilities Size (acre/sq.ft.) Yes No
Greenhouse...................... .......................... ......................
Cattle pen...................... .......................... ......................
Swine house............. . ...... .......................... ......................
Poultry house................... .................... ..... ......................
Milk parlor..................... .......................... ......................
Storage barn..................... .......................... .....................
Rodeo arena..................... .......................... ......................
Food processing house.......... ........................... .....................
Show barn. ............................................. .....................
Other............................ ........................... .....................
Used for instructional 
purposes.
Yes No
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7. How are the following acquired? Please check those which apply.
School School Chapter Chapter
Owned Leased Owned Leased Borrowed Donated
Land........ .. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Buildings... .. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Equipment &
Supplies.. .. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Other: ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
8. Please check the sources of funds for operating the land laboratory.
( ) Land lab is self-supporting ( ) Students pay fees
( ) Local School Board support ( ) State Support
( ) Federal support ( ) Production loans
( ) Other, specify _____________________________________________________
9. Please check the sources of labor on the land laboratory.
( ) Hired labor ( ) Student labor
( ) Custom operator ( ) Teacher
( ) Other, specify _______________________________________________
10. What other audience(s) make use of the land lab for educational purposes? 
Please check those which apply.
( ) Adult farmers
( ) Young farmers classes
( ) Students from other high school classes
( ) Students from elementary classes
( ) None
( ) Other, specify _________________________________________________________
11. How are the products from the land lab utilized? 
( ) All sold by the department 
( ) Given away to students 
( ) Sold to the school kitchen 
( ) Donated to the school kitchen 
( ) Shared with the owner of land 
( ) Other, specify ______________________________
12. How are profits from the land lab utilized?
( ) Land improvement ( ) Building improvements
( ) Livestock purchases ( ) Supply purchases
( ) FFA Chapter activities ( ) Donated to the school
( ) Expansion of the land laboratory ( ) Classroom equipment & Supplies
( ) Improvement of student projects
( ) Other, specify __________________________________________________________
13. If they do occur, who pays for the losses incurred? 
Check the major cause(s) of the losses.
( ) Natural factors, specify ______________________
( ) Vandalism, specify _____________________________
( ) Labor
( ) Financial management
( ) Other, specify __________________________________
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14. Do students have individually owned projects on the school land?
Yes __________________  No_____________________
a. If yes, what type of projects do they have?
) Beef cattle 
) Dairy cattle 
) Swine 
) Sheep 
) Poultry
) Garden crops 
) Row crops 
) Forestry 
) Ornamental plants 
) Other: ___ ___
b. How many of these students are:
Farm students ____
Non-farm students
c. Who finances the individual student projects? 
( ) Parents ( ) Students
( ) Vo-Ag department ( ) FFA Chapter
( ) Other: __________________________________________
15. Is there a written policy statement and objectives which guides the teacher 
in the operation of the land lab? Yes _____________  No_______________
If yes, who is responsible for establishing these policies and objectives?
( ) Teacher ( ) Principal
( ) Superintendent ( ) Local School Board
( ) Advisory Committee ( ) Other, specify _______
16. What groups or individuals give you some specialized and/or expert 
assistance in the operation of the land laboratory?
( ) Extension agent 
( ) Local dealers
( ) University college of agriculture 
( ) State department of agriculture 
( ) Agriculture teachers from other schools 
( ) Local farmers 
( ) Soil Conservation Service 
( ) Foresters
( ) Other, specify ____________________________________________________________
17. Do you receive any extra compensation for managing the school land laboratory?
Y e s ______________________ No _____________________________
If yes, what typ-: of compensation?
( ) Increased salary. How much? §___________________________________________
( ) Travel expenses. How much per mile? $__________________________________
( ) Living quarters
( ) Other, specify ____________________________________________________________
18. Do you have an advisory committee? Yes ________________ No_____________
If yes, does it play any important role in the land laboratory's operation?
Yes ________________ No_____________
Would you recommend having a school land laboratory advisory committee?
Yes __________ No _______ No opinion _______
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19. Please rate each of the following Items:
Conditions on which choice of instruc­
tional areas on the land lab are based
a. Need of the community
Degree of Importance
Very
Great Great
No
Opinion Little None
b. Need and interest of students
c. Need of the state and the nation
d. Occupational opportunities of students
e. Satisfy the principal
f. Satisfy the conditions demanded by 
the board of education
g. Other, specify.
How students acquire knowledge and skills 
through the use of land lab
a. Classroom instruction followed by 
practical work
Very
Great Great
No
Opinion Little None
b. Individual and group projects
c. Demonstration plots
d. Job instructional training
e. Experimentation
f. Other, specify
Making of organizational and managerial 
decisions.
a. Teacher
Very
Great Great
No
Opinior Little None
b. Teacher and students
c. Principal and teacher
d. Advisory committee
e. Local School Board
f. Other, specify
Purposes of using land lab 
a. Provides practical experiences
Very
Great Great
No
Opinior Little None
b. Makes money for the department
c. Develops cooperativeness among 
students
d. Provides supervised occupational 
activities for students
e. Provides for individual differences 
and needs through individual prolects
f. Provides part-time jobs for students
g. Provides a center of demonstration 
for the community
h. Serves as a lab for other departments
i. Other, specify
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20. Please check the level of difficulties of the problems you face in 
the operation of the school land lab. _____________________________
Level of Difficulty
a. Cooperation from staff members
Very
Some
what
No
Opinion Little None
b. Cooperation from the principal
c. Students' interest and participation
d. Equipment and supply
e. Facilities
f. Extra burden on the teacher
g. Finances
h. Vandalism
i. Disposal of products
1. Transportation
k. Information on current practices
1. Public and parents expectations
m. Other, specify
21. Please indicate the extent to which you 
agree to the following statements 
related to land lab use
The proper place to learn agricultural 
skills and knowledge is on the farm, 
not on the school land lab
d.
Land lab is more important today than 
ever before
Land lab provides common agriculture
skills with a degree of uniformity______
The vo-ag teacher is the most important
factor to the success of the land lab___
So much capital required for operation
offsets the educational benefits________
Adequate equipment and supplies are 
essential for successful operation_
h.
Profits should be of major importance_ 
Land lab results in exploitation 
of students
Land lab provides opportunity for 
students to become interested in farming
and agriculture related occupations-___
The school should provide students who 
do not live on farms with facilities 
for supervised experience programs 
on the school land laboratory_____________
Strongly 
Agree
1 No 1 |Strongly
Agree Opinion Disagree'disagree
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22. Considering the competencies needed by teachers in effective operation 
of the land lab, rate the level of importance of the following:
Degree of Importance
a. Financial management skills
Very
great Great
No
Opinion Little None
b. Labor management skills
c. Supervision and leadership skills
d. Public and human relations
e. Resourcefulness
f. Using resource persons
g. Knowledge of current research and 
practices
h. A desire to improve oneself
i. Involving students in planning and 
executing programs on the land lab
j . Evaluation of instructional programs
k. Guidance and counseling of students
1. Identifying the needs and interests 
of the students
m. Good practical agriculture background
n. Ability to explore local resources and 
use them in teaching
o. Identifying the agriculture problems 
of the community, state and nation
23. If you had a choice, would you continue land lab use in teaching vocational 
agriculture: Yes_____  No_____  No Opinion___________
24. Would you recommend that other vo-ag departments establish a land lab if they 
have not: Yes_____  No_____  No Opinion___________
25. Additional information and comments, such as, what you see as the strength 
in land lab use, strong points for or against, etc., will be appreciated.
NOTE: Indicate your name and address on the back sheet if you want the
summary of this study sent to you.
Thank you for your cooperation.
APPENDIX F
Comments and Suggestions Made by Agricultural Teachers
Nigerian Teachers
— School land laboratory ought to be upgraded in the school curriculum 
to the status enjoyed by Biology and Chemistry.
— Principals should recognize agricultural science as an important 
segment of the school curriculum.
— The government should supply equipment, seed and livestock for school 
land laboratory use.
— School land laboratories should be made to produce on a profitable 
basis in order to inculcate the importance of agriculture.
— School land laboratory should produce to support the school needs 
for feeding.
— School land laboratory should have a variety of enterprises.
— Adequate records should be kept both by the students and teacher.
— Students should be provided with individual plots. These plots 
should not be too large for individual students.
— Provision of modern farm tools, machinery and equipment.
— Provision should be made for training and upgrading teachers to 
acquire the competencies needed for operation of a land laboratory.
— School land laboratory should provide demonstration plots for new 
varieties of crops and livestock.
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— More government funding for agricultural education.
— Students be given more motivation.
— Agricultural education should be a compulsory subject for all 
students.
— The practical benefit of the school land laboratory should be shared 
by the entire school.
— Qualified teachers should be employed to teach agricultural sciences 
if improvement is to be accomplished.
— Most of the agricultural science subjects should be conducted on the 
school land laboratory.
— Most of the practical labor should be done by the students in order 
to encourage learning by doing.
— Work on the school land laboratory provides observation, responsi­
bility, leadership and training.
— For agricultural education to be successful in Nigeria, the West 
African Examination Council should redesign its objectives and 
policies toward the teaching of this subject.
— School land laboratory should give a good agricultural experience 
to those students who plan to enter a school of agriculture or a 
university.
— The school laboratory in Nigeria emphasizes only crop science and 
soil science, no attention has been given to livestock production 
and management.
— Provision should be made for the training of more agricultural 
science teachers in the Nigerian universities.
— More time should be alloted for practical work on the land labora­
tory .
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— Teachers of agriculture should not be labor masters or school disci­
plinarians. Labor on the school land should be educational and 
enjoyable.
— School farms should be expanded, mechanized, and commercialized.
— Use of modern agricultural equipment as usually cited by theory 
lessons would motivate students to pick agriculture as a vocation.
— Insecticides, fertilizer, tractors should be used so that students 
could acquire practical knowledge in how to use them.
— The Nigerian universities which train teachers should emphasize 
practical agriculture so that teachers have a good background 
experience. This would help in proper operation and use of the 
school land laboratory.
— Students should be educated in a way so that they will realize that 
agriculture is not a degrading job.
— Storage should be provided for school land laboratory products.
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United States Teachers
Strong Points for Land Laboratory Use
— Our land lab has meant a great deal to the V o c . Ag. Program and to 
the FFA members.
— Our land lab has provided many valuable first-hand learning experiences 
in crop and animal production as well as safe handling of machinery.
— Our land lab provides equipment for teaching good care and maintenance 
of m a c h i n e r y .
— Our land lab has provided a place for many demonstrations on crops 
and machinery.
— Gives students experience in growing vegetables for home use.
— Greater appreciation of working with the soil and animals.
— Teacher has more personal contacts with the students.
— Trains leadership for tomorrow.
— Good practice in record keeping.
— Our school is a comprehensive high school drawing most of its student 
body from the city and the suburbs. Our students are mainly inter­
ested in learning about plants and other agricultural activities.
Our land lab gives these students this opportunity.
— The benefit of land lab far outweighs the negative aspects especially 
in urban and suburban areas where the student population is primarily 
nonfarm.
— The whole idea behind vocational agriculture is to learn by doing, 
and obviously this is the idea behind our land laboratory program.
— The land lab is our salvation for continuing the vocational agricul­
ture program.
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— Good for learning management, cooperation and job skills.
— Our forestry plot serves a great purpose in the school by providing 
a laboratory for identification, mensuration, growth studies, and 
other practical uses for public education.
— I like it, it gives us a base of operation from which to work.
— Provides a chance for non-farm agricultural students who do not have 
supervised occupational experience programs at home.
— Our land laboratory facilities have made our vocational agriculture 
program much stronger and more effective due to maximum student 
participation. We use our profits to strengthen and expand super­
vised occupational experience programs on the farm.
— Students like outdoor work.
— The land lab is necessary for teaching students vocational and/or 
avocational skills.
— Very excellent way in which to practically apply what the students 
learn in the classroom.
— The best teacher is still practical experience.
— Land labs increase the interest of students to take vocational 
agriculture in high school.
— It gives the student a sense of pride when he has a project on the 
school land and provides motivation for coming to school.
— Land labs aid to increase student interest in class instruction and 
thus help in the increase of student achievement.
— Helps to give students a change in routine and chance to know them­
selves through their own efforts.
— It increases the interest and effectiveness of the teacher.
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--It is an important asset and should become a very important part of 
the school and the community.
Weak Points
— Many times a teacher could be farming for the county instead of 
teaching vocational agriculture.
— Possible opposition from various quarters.
— Requires much of the teacher’s time and effort after school, on 
Saturday, and during the summer.
— Critical comments about the competition of a non-profit organization 
(school) in the farming business competing with area operators doing 
the same thing.
— The land lab is expensive and time consuming.
— Other school activities interfere on some occasions.
— High cost of growing crops and maintaining livestock.
— Not having necessary equipment and supplies at the right time.
— Transportation and time factor presents major problems.
Suggestions
— Establishment and operation of the land lab requires a great deal of 
public relations activity.
— Involving students in land lab activities leads to a more cooperative 
atmosphere, interest and responsibility.
— Supervised practice should be at the school with school backed facil­
ities provided so that more effective opportunities would be available 
to all students.
— Land laboratory needs to be located as close to the schoolroom as 
possible.
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— Land lab use would be worthwhile in any vocational agriculture pro­
gram, specifically in the teaching of horticulture. Teaching this 
subject is almost useless without laboratory area facilities.
— The land lab is a method for teaching vocational agriculture. With 
no place for student to practice skills learned in the classroom, a 
program cannot be truly vocational. On the other hand, land labora­
tory cannot be used to do the entire job. Supervised Occupational 
Experience Programs, Job Placement and Cooperative programs are also 
important tools.
— It should be a source of practical and real experience on so many 
things not really taught in the classroom.
— Without the support from the advisory committee, administrator, and 
school board, a land laboratory should not be put into use.
— Advisory committee should be used for the total program in vocational 
agriculture, not for the land laboratory only.
— Beware of the decisions made by the advisory committee, some may not 
be very useful.
— Teachers establishing new land laboratory programs should be aware 
of the needs of the students and the community.
— The land laboratory integrated with classroom instruction is the 
best way to teach.
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APPENDIX E
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY 
and Agricultural & Mechanical College 
College of Agriculture 
Baton Rouge, IA 70803
November 24, 1978
FROM: Sunday Udo and Dr. J. C. Atherton
Vocational Agricultural Education Department
TO: Selected Vocational Agriculture Teachers
Southern United States
On October 25, 1978 you were mailed a questionnaire designed to obtain 
information from vocational agriculture teachers about the use of 
school land laboratories (school farms) in teaching vocational agri­
culture in the public high schools. You were one of the eight 
teachers selected from your state to participate in this project.
As of this date, we have not received your completed questionnaire 
form. W e  are depending on your assistance in providing the informa­
tion needed. Many responses have already been received; however, the 
project results will be more representative of your state vocational 
agriculture teachers if your information is included.
If you have not returned the questionnaire, it would be appreciated 
if you would take a few minutes today to complete and return the 
enclosed questionnaire. The information that you provide will be 
combined w i t h  others for analysis, neither schools nor individuals 
will be identified.
Your assistance in helping us complete this study by completing this 
questionnaire will be appreciated. Thank you for your cooperation.
S i n cerely,
Sunday Udo, Graduate Assistant 
Agricultural Education
James C. Atherton, Professor 
Agricultural Education
VITA
Sunday Udo Udo was born on September 10, 1945, in Ukpom Ita,
Cross River State, N i g e r i a . Upon completing his elementary school 
education in a Lutheran Mission School, he attended the Lutheran 
Teachers Training College from 1960 to 1965. Following graduation in 
1965 he was appointed a headmaster and teacher of Lutheran elementary 
schools and held this position for five years.
In February 1972 he came to the United States and enrolled at a 
Community College in Malta, Illinois, and completed A.S. degree. He 
then enrolled at Illinois State University, Normal, Illinois, and 
completed a B.S. degree in Agricultural Science in December 1974. He 
further enrolled at the University of Illinois and completed a M.S. 
degree in Agricultural Education in May 1976.
In January 1977, he entered Louisiana State University after 
having an assistantship from the Department of Agricultural Education, 
to pursue a Ph.D. degree in Agircultural Education with minor work in 
Extension Education and Rural Sociology. His wife, Afiong,and his son, 
Aniekeme, who was born in the United States, were with him while he was 
working toward his terminal degree in Louisiana State University.
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